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TITLE: Motivation Modeling: Influencing Subordinate

Motivation and Organizational Effectiveness

AUTHOR: Ronald T. Sconyers, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF

Most "motivation" research explores what mtiVates

people, e.g., how incentive and Job enrichment affect

employee motivation to work. This monograoh assesses

instead the correlation between a leader's and

subordinate's positive or negative attitude toward their

role as leader and manager. It evaluates certain variables

that affect the leader/follower relationship and the

productivity of the organization.

This research tested the following hypotheses in

; isting Air Force organizations: (a) a leader's level of

motivation correlates directly with the immediate

subordinate supervisors' level of motivation; (b) this

correlation and organizational productivity are greater

among more competent, confident, and supportive leaders:

and (c) they are also greater when subordinates are

intrinsically rather than extrinsically motivated and in

organizations that are more democratic than autocratic.

The research draws numerous conclusions from its

4indings and offers implications for additional research.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between organizational leadership,

motivation, and organizational effectiveness is a complex

and interdisciplinary question founded in a variety of

theories. There are various schools of thought that have

given rise to today's understanding ot these concepts. Many

are extrapolations of well-documented psychological theories

of behavior.

Most of the research has been devoted to the various

votiatinq processes generated by leaders and managers,

resulting in theories of what motivates people. Generally,

researchers point to the traditional concepts of incentive,

job enrichment, needs and desires, etc. Such theories

provide important suggestions for methods to inspire

increased productivity and satisfaction in workers.

But little research has delved into the degree to

which the leader is motivated to ensure the organization

performs the task as well as possible. Noticeably missing

from the literature is the effect of the leader's level of

motivation on the subordinate and organizational

effectiveness. Do individuals respond differentially to the

motivatior of the leader? What factors affect performance"



For example, given a charismatic, enthusiastic,

self-motivated, highly-charged leader, will that level of

motivation impact positively the level of motivation of

subordinate supervisors? Are there certain subordinates

that such motivation affects negatively? What is the result

of a negatively motivated leader, one who is pessimistic,

cynical, or less inclined to express open enthusiasm for

his or her work?

The assumption is made (and validated in the

literature) that motivation is essential to the productivity

of individuals. But does the motivation of one individual

influence the motivation of another? Is it contagious7

In preparing a list of rules for leaders to help

them improve unit performance, John Blades points out that

the influence of the leader's level of motivation should be

both direct and indirect because frequently the level has an

impact on other factors which themselves cause performance

to increase or decrease. His untested premise is that a

highly motivated leader is more effective because the mere

presence of his or her motivation enforces high standards,

enhances the members' motivation, and improves cohesion.'

This study will determine the relationship between

the motivation of the leader, the motivation of the

immediate subordinate and the resultant impact on

productivitv. It is proposed that the degree and intensity

-, leader motivation will affect in some way the degree and

;ntensit, of sUbordinate motivation and performance.

2
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This is not an attempt to look at what motivates the

leader or subordinate, but rather how the level of leader

motivation correlates with member motivation.

The questions at hand are: Are the effects of the

leader's motivation infectious? What is the connection

between a leader's sense of self-worth and how is it

perceived by the subordinates? How does leadership style

correlate with subordinate motivation and productivity?

What characteristics affect subordinate motivation? What

variables best predict level of performance?

A major contributing theory offering evidence in

support of this research is that of imitative, or modeling,

behavior. In this theory, an individual is said to

.imitate" a model when the individual observes certain

behaviors in the model and subsequently adjusts their

behavior in a similar fashion to that of the model.

Research indicates that in organizations, such a

"socialization" process results in a very specific set of

behaviors and beliefs.2  Early research proposed that

necessary to this process is the juncture of a "reinforcing

stimulus after and contingent upon the occurrence of a

certain response."13

3
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Such reinforcements could be rewards, or positively

reinforcing stimuli which increase the likelihood of further

similar behavior; or punishment, i.e., negatively

reinforcing stimuli decreasing the probability of

occurrence. The pioneer study of such behavior was

conducted by Miller and Dollard 4 who emphasized a direct

reinforcement process. BanduraO expanded this "social

learning" process and experimented in detail with both the

acquiring and performing of imitative behavior.

Underpinning his theory is a concept known as

"vicarious reinforcement," or the role of observation of a

reward given to a model following a specific behavior

displayed by the model. Bandura argues that behavior is

partly a function of an individual's expectation of that

behavior leading to reward. If an individual can attribute

certain characteristics and certain observed behaviors to

past rewards for the model, the individual's expectation

that like behavior will lead to eventual reward will cause

the observer to imitate the model.' According to Bandura,

direct reinforcement, then, is not a requisite for modeling

behavior.

Certain characteristics heavily influence this

modeling process. Several researchers have scientifically

4 investigated how the learning of social behaviors is

affected by characteristics of the model who originally

" exhibited them.7  The research conducted in this study

posits that chief among these is the leadership style of the

4
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leader; the type of organization within which the

subordinates interact with the leader; the self-perceived

and subordinate-perceived self-confidence, self-esteem and

competence of the leader; and whether the subordinate

perceives having personal control over reinforcement.

Such theory offers significant implications for

understanding the leader-follower relationship developed in

the organization, especially in complex and bureaucratic

organizations where leaders are frequently "assigned"

because of certain technical expertise rather than

demonstrated leadership potential. It also aids in

determining organization success.

Specific hypotheses are as follows:

(1) A leader's level of motivation correlates

directly with the immediate subordinate supervisors' level

of motivation.

(2) The correlation between the leader and

immediate subordinate supervisors' level of motivation as

well as organizational productivity are greater when

leaders:

i. are self-confident

ii. perceive themselves as personally competent

iii. have high self-esteem

iv. emphasize consideration more than initiating

structure leadership behaviors

5



(3) The correlation between the leader and the

immediate subordinate supervisors' level of motivation as

well as productivity are greater when subordinates:

i. perceive the leader as competent

ii. perceive the leader as self-confident

iii. perceive the leader as having high

self-esteem

iv. are motivated by intrinsic rather than

extrinsic rewards

(4) The correlation between the leader and the

immediate subordinate supervisors' level of motivation as

well as organizational productivity are significantly more

positive in organizations that are more democratic than

autocratic.

(5) The productivity of an organization is

greater when the correlation between the leader and the

immediate supervisors' level of motivation is higher.

A
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Variables

The following is a brief overview of the variables

to be studied in this research.

Leader's Personal Qualities (LPQ):

Self-Confidence, Self-Esteem, and Competence

Miller and Dollard discuss certain conditions that

facilitate the imitative process. One, the competence of

the model, defined in social learning terms as receiving

more rewards that punishments, indicates more imitative

behavior than would be found in incompetent models. The

modeling process is facilitated greater as the competence of

the model increases.

Self-confidence is simply a check on the

individual's perception of their own level of competence.

Without such self-confidence, it has been observed that a

leader's use of available skills and powers is directly

proportionate to the leader's "lack of doubt" about personal

leadership abilities.

Finally, self-esteem measures these attitudes toward

the self, determining the respect and definitions the

individual has for self. It establishes a clear picture of

personal strengths and weaknesses, thoughts and ideas, value

systems, etc.

7



While these variables indicate self-appraisal of

the leader, such personal characteristics in assessing

leader-member relations cannot be reviewed simply in terms

of the leader's overt or covert display of those traits. It

must also ascertain how the follower interprets those same

characteristics. For example, if a leader perceives him or

herself as confident, yet the follower perceives the leader

as lacking confidence, there is an important disconnect

which will affect the follower's likelihood of patterning.

To only analyze the behavior of the leader is a

partial approach at best. It sells the follower short--the

follower who, in the final analysis, is always the one who

accepts or rejects leadership.0 "At the very least, there

is a two-way flow of effects between the leader and

follower. The leader's behavior conditions the response of

the follower and the follower's behavior condition's the

response of the leader."'

Therefore, these identical leader traits will be

defined as interpreted by the leader's immediate

subordinates.

Leadership Style (St)

Most recent leadership research concludes that

leadership, to a great extent, is situational, and that what

is effective in one situation may be ineffective in another.

In an attempt to describe leadership behavior which could be

8
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applied to many different situations, the concepts of

"initiating structure" and "consideration" were developed.

"Initiating structure" is the extent to which the

leader defines or facilitates organizational interactions

toward goal attainment. "Consideration" is the extent to

which the leader shows concern for followers' feelings,

i.e., a human relations approach.

It is proposed that subordinate's are more likely to

model a leader who emphasizes more consider-ation than

initiating structure behaviors because such behavior

influences greater affiliation and interpersonal attraction.

Organizational Characteristics (OC)

Organizational characteristics are defined in terms

of interpersonal relationships within the organization.

Autocratic organizations are characterized as more

threatening, greater down-line communication with

centralized decision-making and control, and little

subordinate influence on goals and methods. Democratic

organizations are more trusting, individually supportive,

participative, and decentralized.'

In an organization that is more democratic than

autocratic, one might suspect that there is a greater

influence of individualism and emphasis on personal growth,

self-worth, etc., causing greater independent thinking and

an environment more conducive to imitative behavior.

9



Control of Reinforcement (SLC)

Another variable in this research equation is the

subordinate's perceived ability to control the personal

environment.

The potential for any behavior to occur in a given
situation is a function of the person's expectancy that
the given behavior will secure the available
reinforcement for that person. In a particular
situation, the individual, though desirous of an
available goal, may believe that there is no behavior in
his repertoire that will allow him to be effective in
securing the goal. Within this specific situation the
person may be described as anticipating no contingency
between any effort on his part and the end results in
the situation."

In this variable, the degree to which a person

possesses or lacks power over what happens is labelled as

either external or internal control. External control

suggests a generalized expectancy that reinforcements are

extrinsic and beyond personal control. Internal control

results when consequent reinforcement is a result of one's

own actions.

Therefore, it is proposed that subordinates who

perceive responsibility for their own actions and influence

their rewards are more likely to imitate the leader.

S.,
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Motivation (MM)

Motivation is assessed as the willingness to accept

certain roles in the attainment of organizational goals.

Synthesized from an orientation originally suggested by

Miner, people who repeatedly associate positive rather than

negative emotion with various role prescriptions are more

likely to influence organizational effectiveness.

He asserts that in a typical bureaucratic hierarchy,

what is needed for leadership is an authority-accepting,

upward-oriented, competitive, assertive, power-wielding,

tough-minded person who will attend to detail.'
2

It is from this concept of role-motivation that it

is proposed that leaders with positive motivation toward

their role will create contagious and similar positive

motivation in immediate subordinate supervisors.

Productivity (Prod)

Productivity is defined as organizational output.

In this study, it is determined as an interval ranking of

the performance of 35 U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service

squadrons. It is generally based on achievement of assigned

goals in 14 separate programs.

I1



Summary

Mathematically, then, the correlationships are:

MM. = MML = f(OC, St, LPQ, SLC = Prod where:

MM9 is the subordinate's level of motivation

MML is the leaders level of motivation

OC or organizational characteristics, are defined as autocratic or democratic

St is leadership style (ratio of consideration to initiating structure behaviors)

LSA is the leaders self-appraisal of self-confidence, self-esteem, and competence

SAL is the subordinates' perception of the leaders self-confidence, self-esteem
and competence

LPQ is the leader's personal qualities as f(LSA, SAL)

SLC is the subordinate's locus of control, i.e., internal or external

Prod is productivity, or organizational output

Through various measurement instruments, this

research will use both accepted and proposed theory to

determine whether these constructs can be verified in

existing organizations and examine the relationships among

the constructs.

12
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CHAPTER II

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND ORIENTATIONS

Prior to a review of the literature influencing and

corroborating tnis research, some basic terms and the

orientation of these terms to this research must be

e-plained. A+ter defining, comparing and contrasting

-j ieadershio and managemert, terms unique to attitude theory

and moti ,atiort will be reviewed to set a foundation for the

* remaining discussion.

r~.Leadershi P

Leaders evolve in various ways and in various

settings. Leadership can be permanent, transitory, shared,

absolute, formal, informal, etc. It can be interpersonal, in

a small group, or in a large and complex organization.

ARegardless, the leader cannot be studied meaningfully apart

trum the leader's environment because leadership is

relational. A leader cannot lead alone.

In fact, a leader is probably more dependent upon

the subordinate than the subordinate on the leader.

The higher one is the more people he or she needs to
hold them up. Leader's successes are based on the
performance of those they lead. When the followers are
motivated to work together to achieve the membership's
goals, the leaders become successful.'

4,J
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Another important premise must be the context in

which the term leader is defined. For example, a leader can

emerge and develop because of charisma, personality, and

motivation, or by the desires of the group. If defined

organizationally, the leader can be appointed and does not

necessarily have to earn the right of leadership.

Alex Bavelas distinguishes between "leadership as a

personal quality" and the idea of "leadership as an

organizational quality," where the first concept explrres

individual abilities and the second integrates

organizational power and authority.
2

Charles Holloman also makes a distinction. Even

more than a position or personal quality, leadership is a

characteristic of the functioning of a group or organization

resulting from the interaction of leader, group and

situation. Organizational leaders have two-directional

responsibility: to a higher authority and to the group. It

is from the higher authority that the leader is formally

vested. On the other hand, a natural leader influences

followers to willingly cooperate toward the achievement of

group goals. It is a volu nt.ar.y acceptance of the leader by

the group, usually because of some skill or knowledge that

the natural leader possesses that is helpful to the group.3

For the purposes of this study, the term leadership

connotes primarily the organizational definition. However,

the personal quality offers a supporting role and will be so

aiddressed, allowing consideration in all leadership

C."
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environments, i.e., interpersonal, small group, or

organizational. Additionally, while this research is

directed more at the formal, appointed leader, it also

allows for the informal, personal form. Suggestions for

further consideration outside the organizational setting

will be discussed in the final chapter.

With these distinctions of dependency and context,

various definitions of leadership can now be reviewed.

Gouldner said that a leader is an "individual whose

Vbehavior stimulates patterning of the behavior in some

group. By emitting certain stimuli, he facilitates group

action toward a goal." 4  Thus, a group leader is not

necessarily the individual who first develops an idea or

makes a suggestion. It is rather that individual who is

able, by his support of the objective, to legitimate it.

The leader transforms the objective into something group

members feel compelled to attain.

A second perspective is "interpersonal influence

exercised through the process of communication toward the

attainment of a specified goal.*'5 The type of leader or

leadership required depends upon the situation. Two

specific leadership functions are necessary for goal

achievement. Task functions must be executed in selecting

-e and carrying out the defined goal. Maintenance functions

are required to strengthen and maintain group viability.

A third concept calls leadership "the observed

effort of one member to change other members' behavior by

15
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'a.

altering the motivations of the other members or by changing

their habits." Motivation alters the expectations of

reward or punishment. If the leadership is successful,

what is observed is a change in the subordinate.

George Beal comments that a leader is "an individual

in any social situation in which his ideas and actions

influence the thoughts and behavior of others."7  There is

no limit to the number of leaders that can function within a

' group or organization. In fact, the more the better,

because the very act of leadership develops initiative,

creativity, and mature responsibility.

One leader may have the most substantive influence,

i.e., the most ideas adopted as to how to solve

environmental problems, or the task leader. Another may

influence coordinating the activities of the members into a

cooperating whole and is the procedural leader. Another

having the most influence helping members handle emotions

is maintaining group cohesion--the socioenotional leader.

Thus, leadership is situational and shifts from

person to person depending upon the task at hand. Every

member is a leader whenever they contribute a needed idea at

a particular time. Leadership is passed as individuals

offer something needed in the process of achieving goals.

Finally, Zaleznik and Moment see leadership as an

,.interaction in which the conscious intentions of one person

are communicated in his behavior, verbal or otherwise, with

the consequence that the other person wants to and does

'V 160
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behave in accordance with the first person's intentions."

Leadership is a total role performance involving the

person's behavior and internal conditions and the internal

and behavioral responses of the others.

Generally, then, leadership is an interpersonal

interaction by one or more individuals to influence the

behavior or thoughts of others. This influence is directed

and facilitated to accomplish a specific objective.

For nearly every published theory of leadership,

there is a distinct definition and discussion of leadership

as a construct. There is also frequent discussion in the

literature about the difference between leadership and

management. To some researchers, management and leadership

are significantly different, while to others it is only a

matter of degree, if at all.

Hersey and Blanchard differentiate the two by saying

management is working with and through individuals and

groups to accomplish organizational goals. Leadership is

simply a broader concept of management.

Management is thought of as a special kind of
leadership in which the accomplishment of organizational
goals is paramount. The key difference between the two
concepts, therefore, lies in the word organization.
While leadership also involves working with and through
people to accomplish goals, these goals are not
necessarily organizational goals.'

17



They define three areas of skill necessary for

carrying out the process of management: technical, human

and conceptual. But regardless of the amount of technical

and conceptual expertise needed at the various levels of

management, "the common denominator that appears to be

crucial at all levels is human skills,"" which is the crux

of the "leadership rather than management" debate. Other

theorists offer a similar orientation.

Abraham Zaleznik says that whether a manager is

directing energies toward goals, resources, organization

structures, or people, the manager is ultimately a problem

solver. Leadership, on the other hand, is a practical

effort to direct individual and group activity. Therefore,

leaders and managers differ in motivation and in how they

think and act. Manager's tend to adopt impersonal and

passive attitudes toward goals out of necessity rather than

personal desire. Conversely, leaders are active not

reactive, shaping instead of responding to ideas. Leaders

adopt a personal and active attitude toward goals."

Leaders and managers also differ in their concepts

of work. Managers see work as an "enabling process

involving some combination of people and ideas interacting

to establish strategies and make decisions.' 2  Through a

variety of skills, managers use a number of tactics such as

A18
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negotiation, coercion, and reward. They act to limit work

choices. Leaders seek out new approaches and new options.

A leader projects ideas to energize people and then develops

choices that give the projected goals meaning.

He says managers work with people, but maintain a

low level of emotional involvement. In contrast, leaders

attract strong feelings of identity.

Mintzberg defines "ten working roles" of managers,

only one of which is leader. However, he freely admits this

may be the crucial role, for it is this role that defines

the manager's interpersonal relationships.

He must bring together their needs and those of the
organization to create a milieu in which they will work
effectively. The manager motivates his subordinates
(and) probes into their activities to keep them
alert.... The societal shift toward greater
organizational democracy will cause managers to spend
more time in the leader role.13

And finally, according to Schriesheim, Tolliver and

Behling, 4 manageient includes those processes which prompt

other people to perform specific functions for

organizational goal achievement. Leadership focuses on the

interpersonal interactions with the purpose of increasing

organizational effectiveness. Leadership, then, is a social

influence process in which the leader seeks voluntary

participation of followers to attain organizational goals.

There is not always an interchangeable distinction

between management and leadership. For the purpose of this

stud,, where a distinction is necessary, it will be as
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suggested by Field Marshall Sir William Slim. "Managers are

necessary; leaders are essential .... Leadership is of the

spirit, compounded of personality .... Management is of the

mind, more a matter of accurate calculation, statistics,

methods, time tables, and routine."'s

As interpreted by Richard Lester, "leadership is an

affective concept; management is a cognitive notion."1'

Leadership is interpersonal; management is organizational.

Leadership is social influence; management is

organizational influence. Leadership is an open process;

management is closed. Leadership is goal achieving;

management is goal setting. Leadership is animate;

management is inanimate.

However, such differentiation is not always evident,

or necessary. Most likely, an individual's role as a leader

and role as a manager will vascillate back and forth
9.

depending upon the situation. In this research, in it's

simplest distinction, when intrapersonal attitudes and

interpersonal consideration of the attitudes of others are

activated, a manager then becomes a leader. When required

to perform certain administrative-type tasks, the leader is

performing a managerial role.

Before closing this section on leadership, one

important assumption must be made. A contributing theory to

leadership study (and discussed in detail later) is the

trait approach. Based upon the idea that leaders surface

because of certain attributes or characteristics, it
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provides several values. Most importantly, it forces into

sharp focus the fact that personality is an ever-present and

significant influence on how, and with what success, the

individual functions as a leader."'

Trait theorists might suggest that the leaders

inner personality causes behavior which, in turn, affects

others, eliciting from them either cooperative or resistant

reactions. Unfortunately, attempts to develop a precise

formula for a causal relationship between the leader's

personality and the behavior of others has met with little

scientific proof.

It will be seen, however, after reviewing the

literature, there is indeed an influential relationship

between a leader's personality and success. What the

various theories seem to offer is that within certain limits

imposed by the inner personality of the individual, each

person has the capability of cultivating attitudes resulting

in behavior which optimizes effects on people.

Since it has been previously stated that leadership

is relational and for the purposes of this research

primarily organizational, it is important to understand the

concept of supportive leader behavior.

In its simplest terms, leadership is a process of

influencing human behavior. In an organizational context,

other concepts mediate the leadership process.
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Chester Barnard suggested that organizations exist

only by human cooperation through which individual

capabilities can be combined to achieve goals. Important to

his premise is the need for an informal structure within the

formal organization, where through informal associations,

cooperative purpose and facilitative interaction arise.

Basic to his discription of organizations, Barnard

recognized that individual contributions to the organization

must be invoked (or motivated) through either incentive or

persuasion. Through incentive, individuals are induced to

participate through material rewards, prestige, benefits,

etc. When the organization itself cannot provide the

necessary incentives, coercion, propaganda, and motivational

appeals are used to persuade.'* The distribution of these

incentives and/or persuasions is facilitated by

interpersonal relations.

The establishment of these relationships, peer to

peer or superior to subordinate, can have great impact on

the productivity of that organization. Negative

relationships can result in conflict while positive

relationships can result in organizational growth.

"Ideally, the climate and environment of the organization

should be such as to enhance relationships which mutually

benefit individuals and the organization.""

Organizations are generally more productive if the

interpersonal climate is supportive (positive) rather than

defensive (negative). Likert says successful leaders:
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... (are) supportive, friendly, and helpful rathr
than hostile. He is kind but firm, never threateninq,
genuinely interested in the well-being of subordinates
and endeavors to treat people in a sensitive,
considerate way.... He shows confidence in the integrity,
ability, and motivations of subordinates rather than
suspicion and distrust .... His confidence in subordinates
leads him to have high expectations as to their level of
performance.

2
0

Such supportive climates are characterized by:

1. descrzption (nonjudgmental, asking questions for
information, presenting feelings, events, perceptions
or processes without calling for or implying change on
the receiver);

2. problen orientation (defining mutual problems and
seeking solutions without inhibiting the receiver's

goals, decisions and progress);

3. spontaneity (free of deception, unhidden motives,
honest and straight-forward);

4. equality (mutual trust and respect, participative
planning without influence of power, status, appearance,
etc.);

5. empathy (respecting the worth of the listener,
identifying, sharing and accepting his problems,

feelings and values);

6. provisionalisa (willingness to experiment with

one's own behavior, attitudes and ideas).
21

Redding and Likert suggested that such supportive

environments are the very essence of organizational

effectiveness. "The 'climate' of the organization is more

crucial than are communication skills or techniques (taken

by themselves) in creating an effective organization." 22

Arid, "the leadership and other processes of the

organization must be such as to ensure a maximum probability

that in all interactions, and all relationships with the

organization, each member will, in the light of his

23
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background. values and expectations, view the experience as

supportlve and one which builds and maintains his sense of

personal worth and importance."2 3

In Chapter III, a more detailed understanding of

organizational characteristics will be provided. Suffice it

to say for now that clearly, recent research indicates the

level of cooperative support instilled by the leader may be

a lynchpin in determining organizational effectiveness.

Organizations are more likely to have greater effectiveness

if there is a leadership environment that encourages and

nurtures interpersonal relationships and individual growth.

It is from this suggestion that leadership style (St) and

organizational characteristics (OC) become critical

variables in the modeling process.

Attitude

The central focus of this study, then, must be the

effect of the leader's attitude toward a more supportive

environment in determining motivational orientation and0

leadership success. It has been established that attitude

-5, determines how and why people accept communication.

[jpersuaslon, interpersonal influence, and the many factors

that define a leader/follower relationship.

No discussion of attitude can be complete without

initial consideration of the classic study of attitudes by

* ~or.Jcn Allport. After a review of various definitions, his
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research concludes that there is some

commonality--preparation or readiness for response.24

Attitude is not behavior but rather a precondition

for behavior. It is "a mental and neural state of

readiness, organized through experience, exerting a

directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's

response to situations with which it is related. " 25

The singularly distinctive feature of attitudes is

propensity for negative or positive direction. Allport

quotes Bogardus' definition as a tendency to act toward or

against some environmental factor which becomes thereby a

positive or negative value. There are varying degrees and

intensity of positiveness and negativeness. How strong is

the level of conviction? Through accumulated experience,

for example, there is the possibility of both attitude

strengthening or attitude change.

A distinction between attitudes, beliefs, and values

was made by Rokeach. Beliefs are the inferences made about

the world organized by importance. Beliefs are not of equal

importance to the individual. Those more central in the

heirarchy of beliefs, i.e., those more closely held, are

more resistant to change. They also have a greater impact

on the total belief system.

Values are kinds of beliefs that guide a person in

terms of "how one ought or ought not to behave, or about

some end state of existence worth or not worth attaining."'
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Attitudes, then, are part of the overall belief

system. They are a cluster of beliefs organized around an

object, person or situation which give positive or negative

acceptance of the object. They are not simply random,

unpatterned notions, but, in fact, interrelated and

interactive concepts.

Attitudes differ from beliefs in that they are

evaluative. Beliefs are probability statements of existence;

attitudes are statements of evaluation. Attitudes are

correlated with beliefs and predispose a person to behave a

certain way toward the attitude object. Attitudes are

3organized in a range from general to specific, with specific
attitudes the summation of more general attitudes.

2 7

In this research, attitudes toward the organization,

individuals, relationships, and self interreact to define

the motivating influence of motivation itself. It is

important to understand that attitudes are the means by

which people and things are evaluated. It is the

measurement of these evaluations that have developed this

research.

Motivation

Finally, while attitudes toward those elements that

create motivation is the central focus, motivation theory

is the essence of this research. It not only helps define
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leadership patterns, but also encompasses ways of thinking,

acting, feeling, and communicating.

It is assumed to be the leader's responsibility to

get an individual to perform effectively. The individual

must have the ability to perform the task. But, just as

important, they must also have persistent energy directed

toward the leader's intended objective, or motivation.

Motivation is a combination of several

psychological, physiological, and sociological factors. It

is generally expressed in some behavior, which is

goal-oriented. That is, behavior is frequently determined

by a conscious or unconscious desire to achieve some goal.

People differ not only in their ability to do but
also in their "will to do', or motivation. The
motivation of a person depends on the strength of his
motives. Motives are sometimes defined as needs, wants,
drives, or impulses within the individual. Motives are
directed toward goals, which may be conscious or
subconscious. 2U

William B. Miller categorized various motivation

theories, the most relevant of which will be explained in

the next chapter. The first is the moralists. "Their

theories are based on an optimistic view of Man. People have

an inherent desire to achieve, or that people will achieve

if they are treated fairly and consulted about their

work.
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The second group is the behaviorists. "They hold

that behavior is completely determined by external stimuli,

and that goals are established to achieve pleasure and avoid

pain. Individual choice is a meaningless concept.
"
'3

The final group of motivation theorists is the

pluralists. They believe that people differ from one

another in fundamental ways. However, "people can be

grouped into a relatively small number of classes, and then

treated according to the characteristics of the classes in

order to produce effective job performance."
3

Miller then applied each of the various examples to

case studies to compare the results. Not all the techniques

resulted in positive effects and no validated scientific

conclusions were drawn. It was postulated that there is no

one general theory of motivation.

However, the concept of goal achievement appears

paramount to motivation. A goal is an end result. The

objective of the leader or manager is to match individual

goals with organizational goals. An individual, then, must

be "motivated" to achieve those goals. How to translate

this motivation into productive subordinate activity toward

the achievement of the goal is the task of the leader.

Organizational behavior (OB) is a rising academic as

well business management study. At the very foundation of

OB study is the concern for employee motivation to work,

1. .P., how do managers, supervisors, and leaders get

28
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employees to work as they would like them to. Theorists

such as Argyris, Herzberg, McGregor and Likert, all of whom

will be discussed in detail later, postulated that in most

cases, "management frustrates rather than facilitates the

display of employee energy toward the accomplishment of

organizational goals1132 because such factors as personal

growth and satisfaction are secondary to the

organization.

Until recently, the majority of motivation studies

involved one of three general sets of theory:

reinforceaent, which suggests extrinsic rewards and

punishment to change behavior; need, which contends that

motivation comes from an inner drive to satisfy certain

values; and expectancy, where individuals seek to maximize

valued outcomes based on the reward systems of the

organization and the capabilities of the individual.33

Recently, researchers have linked more closely these

various approaches, recognizing, for example, that previous

reinforcement can, in fact, affect perceptions about future

events.

These theories, however, choose to view motivation

without regard to the cognitive processes within the

individual. Rather, they view motivation as a relationship

between behavior and the environment only.

Sc),ial learning theory, on the other had, provides a

coupling between the various cognitive and behavioral

processes which appear to influence motivation. Although
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Ii several theories of motivation influence this research, it

is from the cognitive-based social learning theory of

behavior modification that this research is developed.

In this chapter, terms relevant to the discussion

have been defined. In addition, certain constructs such as

leadership, attitude and motivation have been discussed to

provide an orientation for the formulation of the theory

suggested by this research. The next chapter will review

the literature which leads to the conclusions drawn in this

study.
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter is divided into three major sections:

leadership theory, communication theory, and motivation

theory. Each of these perspectives describe the foundations

of theory which give structure and support to this research.

Leadership Theory

Leadership (and management) theory are the result of

an evolutionary process which began gaining momentum in the

early 1900s. Since then, there have been a wide variety of

definitions and models of leadership, mostly classified by

purpose. These include leadership as: a focus of group

processes; personality and its effects; the act of

inducing compliance; the exercise of influence; an act or

behavior; a form of persuasion; a power relation; an

instrument of goal achievement; an emerging effect of

interaction; a differential role; and the initiation of

structure.'

Early Theory

Frederick W. Taylor's "scientific management" was

actually an important early motivation study. However, it
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directly applied management concepts in a "real world"

situation. This research focused primarily on the technology

of the job, i.e., how to determine the best way to select

individuals and design jobs to obtain optimal productivity.
2

While essentially a "management" study of

traditional functions of planning, organizing and

controlling, it is important because it developed the

concept of getting work done through and with others.

However, Taylor's basic view of the worker was as another

tool for the leader/manager--workers had to adjust to

management, not management to the workers.

The addition of the individual's role in the

leadership process led to the "human relations movement".

This school of thought originated during the 1936s and 1940s

beginning with the studies of Roethlisberger and Mayo.3

Human relations theorists hypothesized that organizations

were not solely technological, economic systems as suggested

Sby Taylor, but were social systems in which individuals,

groups and intergroup relationships were important.

The Hawthorne studies actually launched the human

relations movement. These studies verified that the work

environment must provide levels of esteem and

sef-actualization on the job. Tension, anxiety, and

frustration in workers were counterproductive when there was

no avenu-te to seek higher levels of satisfaction. Mayo
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pointed out that when workers are $victims" of the

environment, i.e., they feel unimportant, confused, and

unattached, productivity suffers.
4

This human relations approach is based on both the

psychological and sociological disciplines and focused more

directly on the individual and the work group. Viewing an

organization as a social system was a major advancement

since other researchers tended to neglect consideration of

this important organizational perspective.

Among its contributions to contemporary leadership

theory was the "organizational" function of the leader. The

leader must facilitate cooperative goal achievement and

enhance personal growth and development.

Trait Theory

Another approach held that leadership was a function

of personality traits. The traits of accepted leaders were

analyzed to determine personality characteristics of

effective leaders.5  These studies provided a great deal of

leadership insight.

Stogdill reviewed countless trait studies and

provides a factorial classification as follows:

i. Capacity (intelligence, alertness, verbal ability, ori inality, and

judgement)

2. Acnievement Ischolarship, nowledqe, athletic accomplishments)



5. Responsibility (dependability, initiative, persistence, aggressiveness,
self-confidence, desire to excel)

4. Participation (activity, sociability, cooperation, adaptability, humor)

5. Status (socioeconomic position, popularity)

b. Situation (mental level, status, skills, needs and interests of followers,
' objectives to be achieved) '

Traits such as persistence in pursuit of goals,

venturesomeness, originality in problem solving, drive to

exercise initiative in social situations, sense of personal

identity, and many others were added later.

It was concluded that a person does not become a

leader

by virtue of the possession of some combination of
-. traits, but the pattern of personal characteristics of
* the leader must bear some relevant relationship to the

characteristics, activities, and goals of the followers.
Thus, leadership must be conceived in terms of the
interaction of variables which are in constant flux and
change.."

It was also postulated that rather than defining

leadership, per se, traits instead differentiate leaders

from followers, and effective from ineffective leaders.6

Recent trait studies have provided a predictor of

* leadership effectiveness. (These include, for example,

motivation and need for achievement.) "Although the

situation largely determines the kinds of specific knowledge

necessary for effective leadership, the general pattern of

skills, motives and other traits appears to be much the same

For most successful administrators in large organizations."'
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Therefore, trait theory plays a vital role in the

assessment of leaders. Although no single trait or

combination of traits are universal in assessing the

leadership process, they do provide a general understanding

of the complexity of leadership and help frame a reference

for the further study of the various theories.

Several of theses traits will be explored fully in

this study. Many traits are used variously in different

situations. But certain traits, such as self-confidence,

competence, self-esteem, problem-solving, communicative

skills, and decision-making ability appear useful in nearly

every leadership environment.

Thus far in this literature review, leadership has

been characterized as the process of getting work done

through people by facilitating cooperative goal achievement

while enhancing subordinate development. Whatever leader

behavior is exhibited and characteristics possessed, they

should be, in some manner, consonant with those of the

subordinates.

It is this behavior that underpins this research.

How is this behavior defined?

Ohio State Studies

The "Ohio State Studies" gave multi-dimensional

descriptions of leader behavior. Halpin and Winer defined

~35
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two significant dimensions as consideration and initiating

structure.1" These studies indicate the influence a leader

possesses over the motivation and behavior of followers.

(Such dimensions are seen widely throughout the literature,

although different terminology may be employed.)

More specifically, the consideration aspect of

leadership includes leader supportiveness, friendliness,

consideration, consultation with subordinates,

representation of subordinate interests, openness of

communication with subordinates, and recognition of

subordinate contributions. Such categories determine the

relationship orientation of the leader and the subordinate.

The other factor, initiating structure, includes

direction, clarification of subordinate roles, planning,

coordinating, problem solving, and other task-oriented

behaviors.

Stogdill comments that the real significance of

these studies is that consideration and initiating structure

behaviors on the part of the leader seem to produce

different effects on the behavior and expectations of

followers. These followers, in turn, influence

organizational outcomes.'" Such also is the premise of this

research. How does the "ratio" of consideration to

initiating structure behavior affect worker behavior?

It is with these studies that the concept of

leadership initially suggests the premise of leader-follower

relationships. (It might be fruitful to recall the
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distinction between leadership and management. nritiatr~q

structure appears as the management function of leadership

while consideration is the interpersonal role.)

Life Cycle Theory

Hersey and Blanchard extended the Ohio State StudieE

via their "Life Cycle Theory of Leadership,"' or

"Situational Leadership Theory." They define two broad

categories called task and relationship behavior,

corresponding similarly to initiating and consideration

behaviors. One important added variable, "maturity," is "the

capacity to set high but attainable goals (achievement

motivation), willingness to take responsibility, and

education and/or experience."
3

Follower maturity is subdivided into two components:

"job maturity" and "psychological maturity". The first is

technical expertise rising from tearned competence. The

second is the development of personal growth and

self-confidence. As both leader and follower "mature,"

different technical and interpersonal relationships develop

and different leadership styles must be used. This

'maturity" element will be explored as this research

examines leader competence and self-confidence.

Life Cycle theory indicates the need for flexible,

adaptable leadership behavior depending upon the subordinate

and the situation. It also indicates that leaders have a
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choice. Rather than simply accepting and adapting to the

current situation, the leader can actually change the

situation through skill- and confidence-building. One might

also postulate that this flexibility may be demonstrated

through a change in the leader's motivation.

4

University of Michigan Studies

Several other studies were similarly oriented to the

Ohio State studies, including the "University of Michigan

Studies," which focused on productivity-related factors.

These factors included the role differentiation of the

supervisor, the closeness of supervisors, supervisory

interest in employees, and group relationships. 4 Again, as

in the Ohio State Studies, it attempted to determine optimal

leadership characteristics for group effectiveness. It

showed that effective leaders and supervisors were more

considerate, supportive and helpful.

Likert advanced these studies by introducing four

managerial practices: supportive behavior, group method of

s;upervision, high-performance goals, and linking pin

Tuftctions. Supportive behavior is that which develops a

sense of esteem and personal worth in the subordinate, e.g.,

through recognition, appreciation, and consideration. Group

P ethtd of supervzsion implies that a manager/leader should

.- not sLIpervise individuals but rather groups, seeking group

derisions but retaining leader responsibility.
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Hif h-pertursarce qals determine standards of quality ind

performance. And likir,g pirn functions find middle

manaqers the intermediary between the group and upper

management. As intermediaries, they must have up-channel

influence to obtain necessary support for subordinates. The

leader is the point of contact between the leader's sphere

of influence and the external environment.

Nothing is more important in the leadership process

than facilitating members to feel comfortable and accepted

so that each can contribute to the creativity and growth of

the organization (supportive behavior). The aim is to help

each person communicate more easily and to build a group

spirit which allows individualism.15

Results of studies that stressed the "quality" of

the interaction between the leader and other group member,

is significant. The most effective leader concentrate,,

primarily upon improving organizational function rather thar

emphasizing technical details (St). More attention is qivs,,

to creating a productive climate or environment for-i
task accomplishment rather than directly supervising qrvi'w

members (OC). Success depends on the ability to garner

subordinate commitment, or motivation, in the achie vemef,t

of goals, MMa. It is proposed that high MM_ provides the

model for this motivation.

.39
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Situational Theories

A predominant (or even dominant) group of

theories, generally termed situational (or contingency)

theories, expands this facilitation process and suggests

that leadership is a function of situation factors in work

groups. As interactional theories, they focus on both

personality and situational factors. These theories

postulate that no one theory will be effective in all

situations.

The situational approach to leadership generally
'p

concludes that leadership requirements depend heavily on the

context in which leadership acts are to be performed.

Leader behavior required rests upon: I) the kind of task to

be accomplished; 2) the group of people involved; 3) the

work environment; and 4) the functions which leaders are

e-pected to perform.

A previously widely held theory but counter to the

SLituational approach was an example of an attempt to

i rtegrate the human relations tradition with the scientific

tradition. Blake's and Mouton's "Managerial Grid" was

El.-Imarily a model depicting a manager's "concern for

Sroduction" (initiating structure) and "concern for people"

or, s iderat i or,.) It was used to measure a manager's

ittitLldes and to show how to improve managerial ability."
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They contended that maximum concern for both people

and production was the best style. However, Hersey and

Blanchard's "Life Cycle Theory of Leadership" argues this

point. It proposes that "the best" leadership style varies

from situation to situation. The level and amount of

supportive (democratic) or directive (autocratic) leadership

is a product of 1) the amount of direction the leader

provides; 2) the amount of support and encouragement the

leader provides; and 3) the amount of follower involvement

in decision making."8

Successful leaders can adapt their style to the

situation. Which style to select is dependent on the

development level of the follower. Development level is the

ability and willingness of followers to perform without

supervision. Ability is a function of knowledge or skill

which can be gained from education and experience.

Millingness is a function of confidence and motivation.

Fiedler's Contingency Model" postulates that the

effectiveness of a group is contingent upon the relationship

between the leadership style and the degree to which the

group situation enables the leader to exert influence.

Fiedler views leadership in terms of motivational systems.

The major premise of this model is favorableness of

the 5itatir, which is a result of three key factors. They

are: (1) leader-member relations (the trust and respect
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garnered by the leader; (2) task structure (how much the

task is precisely defined); and (3) position power (what is

available to provide rewards and punishment.)

Using the Least Preferred Co-Worker Scale (LPC),

Fiedler determined that the primary motive of those scoring

A. high on the scale was to have close, interpersonal

relationships with other persons as well as subordinates.

This leader will socialize with subordinates and be

considerate and supportive. Task objectives are secondary

unless the leader's need for interpersonal relationships has

been fulfilled.

On the other hand, the task objective becomes
4.

primary to the individuals scoring low on the scale. They

are concerned about performance and will further

interpersonal relationships only if task accomplishment is

acceptab e. 2

The Contingency model is an integral part of this

research. His concept of "motivational structure" is based

on the following assumptions:

1. Every individual has a number of different types
of goals which vary in importance to that individual.
The degree of motivation to realize these goals also

varies.
S,

SThe goals of different types of persons are
arranged into different, individual goal structures.
These goals can be ranked in a hierarchy of importance.

* VA goal having high importance for one person may have

reduced or even negligible importance for another.
These individual goal structures lead to different

behavior patterns by different types of persons.

42
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Under normal circumstances ar individual will
try to achieve most if not all goals. In unfavorable

-P situations, the individual will concentrate on attaining
primary goals--tending to neglect secondary ones.

4. In task situations, individuals can be arranged
on a continuum with relationship-oriented persons at one

pole and task-oriented persons at the other pole.

5. In addition to the primary goals of high LPC

persons, important secondary goals generally include
self-enhancement, prominence, and esteem from others.
The secondary goal of low LPC individuals is good
interpersonal relations, especially when related to
accomplishment.21

Rank-ordering the three aspects as defined above,

leader-member relations are most important, followed by task

" E=tructure and thern position power. Situational control is

greatest where there is a trusted, respected leader

interacting with a group that has like attitudes and

background (homogeneity). Standard procedures would be in

practice and the leader would have a high level of position

power.

In this research, task structure and position power

are not variable across the 35 study groups. Therefore, the

leader-member relationship can and will be explained "o the

extent of its singular affect on group effectiveness in

terms of motivation (and goal achievement).

Since leadership has been previously defined as the

influence of one person on another, it is worth advancing

the discutssion of leadership theory into the more precise

realm of interpersonal influence theory.
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Interpersonal Influence

Any social encounter, then, especially that between

a leader and a subordinate, involves the ability of one

individual to change the attitude or behavior of another

through an exchange of ideas, rewards, or punishments.

(The) leader who fulfills expectations and achieves
group goals provides rewards for others which are
reciprocated in the form of status, esteem, and
heightened influence. Because leadership embodies a
two-way influence relationship, recipients of influence
assertions may respond by asserting influence in return,
that is, by making demands on the leader.

22

This social exchange process involves receiving and

providing rewards. While a leader may have power, influence

is more dependent on persuasion and motivation than

coercion. Responsive followership is the result of

responsive leadership. "In a simple transactional view, the

leader directs communications...taking into account the

attitudes and needs of followers (who) evaluate the leader

with regard to his or her responsiveness to these states."
23

In Yukl's extensive review of this reciprocal

behavior, the influence process is the effect of one

0
individual (the "agent") on another (the "target"). He

iists eleven types of influence, ranging from legitimate

equests to information distortion, suggesting that the

requisite conditions and ultimate consequences vary.

One theory influencing this research looks at

interpersonal influence by examining what the leader has to
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offer to subordinates. Known as the idiosyncrasy credit

theory2 . leaders and followers accumulate credits with each

other based on their contribution to group goals. Status is

achieved by earning credits. (Negative credits are also

issued.) The balance accumulated as a result of interaction

with other group members determines competence (SAL_).

The leader earns credits to a large extent by the

contribution made to the group's realization of goals and to

' the maintenance of the group's cohesiveness. The desired

bend-result of the leadership process is the ability of the

leader to influence individuals to respond appropriately to

the leader's desire, Therefore, the greater number of

credits earned gives a greater capacity to influence.

The role of the leader carries the potential to take

innovative action in coping with new or altered demands.

But, how successful the leader is in effecting change

depends upon the perception followers have of the leader's

actions and related motivations (SAL)."

Therefore, it is surmised that a leader who is

positively motivated (which is manifested in positive

actions in the organizational process) will be "credited" to

a greater extent, modeled because of the high level of

positive credits, and influence change and direction through

the modeling process.

PoNer, too, is a significant element of

interpersonal influence and leadership. Since interpersonal

influence is defined as the ability of one individual to
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change the attitude or behavior of another, then power can

be viewed as potential influence that is available, but not

%necessarily used. Power is the capability of an individual

to affect people in the same direction as their own

preferences.2 6 It is influence over attitudes and values as

well as behavior.

Adler, a colleague of Freud, defined power as the

ability to manipulate activities of others to suit one's

purpose. Suggesting that an individual's need for power is

V. a learned process, Adler recognized that people progress

from the task aspect of power to a concern for

relationships, developing trust and respect for others."7

There are five bases of power: reward, coercive,

legitimate, expert, and referent. In the first, reward, the

leader controls some form of recognition or compensation,

using these rewards to achieve milestones or objectives, an

important aspect of the social learning process. Coercive

power is the subordinate's avoidance of punishment. It is

the negative use of reward. Legitimate power is the right

of the leader and the obligation of the subordinate. The

leader has been bestowed with certain authority and the

subordinate is required, by that authority, to accept the

leader. Expert power is derived when the leader has some

special knowledge. And finally, referent power results when

admiration and desire for approval of the leader is

:icknowledged by the subordinate.2  All five forms of power

are evident in the organizations used in this research.
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According to Etzioni, there are two sources of

power: position and personal. 2"  Position power is the

formal authority derived from the organization. Personal

power is a result of leader characteristics and traits

rather than formal recognition. (These equate to Bavelas'

personal and organizational qualities of leadership.)

Legitimacy and authority are associated terms. That

is, a leader's authority requires a legitimate basis.

Legitimacy is innate in position power. It must be

developed in personal power. Regardless of the source, a

subordinate's perception about how that legitimacy was

bestowed is key. "The essential point of legitimacy is that

it produces belief that the leader has the authority to

exert influence." 3 In this study, position power and

J legitimate are assumed to be constants.

On the other hand, charisma and personal magnetism

are sources of personal power. Charisma refers to any

combination of unusual qualities in an individual which are

attractive to others and result in special attachments.3'

An individual with such characteristics is very likely to

use personal identification, inspirational appeals, and

0* rational faith to influence subordinates. Subordinates will

tend to identify, imitate behavior, and emulate beliefs of

the leader who possesses such a positive appeal.

Charismatic leaders are generally more successful

in influencing subordinate commitment. House's study of
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charismatic leadership3 2 says that they are likely to have

high self-confidence, a strong conviction in their own

beliefs and ideals, and a strong need to influence people.

Therefore, a mutual trust is developed.

By providing an appealing vision of what the future
could be like, charismatic leaders give the work of the
group more meaning and inspire enthusiasm and excitement
among followers. The net effect is a greater emotional
involvement by followers in the mission of the group and
greater commitment to group objectives.

33

Charismatic leadership is characterized by role

modeling and behavior imitation. Through the contagion of
,NM

N' identification, these leaders wield power and influence in

job satisfaction, personal growth and motivation. Such

'charisma" may not be universal in definition, since

"charismatic" leaders are generally regarded as rare.

However, charismatic-type affects can be simulated through

positive motivation in the leader, high self-confidence and

self-esteem, and greater consideration behavior.

Summary

This section has reviewed various salient theories of

leadership which provide certain insight for developing theI' theoretical perspective of this study.

Trait theory suggests that "personality

characteristics" do, in fact, influence a leader's

V relation rship with subordinates and ultimately leadership

4a
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effectiveness. In this study, these would include both

self-reported and subordinate perceived leader competence,

self-confidence, and self-esteem.

These traits operate in an environment defined by

leadership style, i.e., consideration or initiating

structure. The degree to which the leader emphasizes one of

these styles over the other impacts subordinate performance.

The literature suggests that greater consideration, or

supportive behavior, facilitates a "quality" interaction

between superior and subordinate, resulting in a greater

potential for organizational effectiveness, presumably as a

result of imitative behavior.

However, such a definition is situational and

depends upon worker ability and willingness to perform the

task as well as interpersonal relations, task structure and

the leader's position power. Additionally, the

"psychological maturity" level of subordinates, or their

personal growth and self-confidence, are affected by the

interpersonal relationships established with the leader.

A leader can affect these interpersonal

relationships through an exchange of positive and negative

credits, or rewards and punishments. Through the use of

personal power characteristics (such as identification)

I generated because of subordinate-perceived confidence,

competence, and esteem, subordinates will tend to affiliate

closer with the leader.
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This leader-follower environment, then, is

distinctly dependent upon interpersonal relationships (as

well as other influences, such as task.) But the literature

suggests that interpersonal relationships set a crucial (and

sometimes unforgiving) stage for leadership and ultimately

organizational effectiveness.

This study proposes that this stage is heavily

influenced by the level of the leader's motivation. It also

suggests that the level of the leader's motivation

significantly influences the level of the subordinate's

motivation, which cause effective or ineffective performance

and organizational productivity.

A

,I
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COMMUNICA ION

Communication is the locus around which leadershio

evolves. It is through communication behaviors that the

leader and the follower define "self" and "others," and

develop attitudes and establish motivation patterns. The

leader must recognize that mere exposure to an idea or

direction is not always sufficient--people will interpret

the information in different ways. This section will review

salient theories which define the intra- and interpersonal

concepts of communication within the context of

leadershi p.

Intrapersonal Communication: Self-Definition

Intrapersonal communication is closed looped, i.e.,

the sender and receiver are the same. It is an internal

process loop whereby individuals communicate consciously or

unconsciously with themselves. "This process occurs

whenever the individual evaluates and reacts to internal and

external stimL1li... It reflects physical self, emotional

self, social self, self-concept, self-related roles, values,

beliefs, and attitudes.
.5 4

A leader must understand how information is

processed internally to create meaning for personal

attitudes before they can be communicated effectively to
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others. Such processing is the result of a consciousness of

personal impressions developed from environmental stimuli

over time. From these impressions, self-concept is

established.

This self-concept is developed through interaction

with others and with the environment."' It includes feelings

and evaluations of the self to other people based on

perceptions of true feelings. Roles and reference groups

interpret self-concept, giving a sense of identity.

Although self-concept is created through

intrapersonal communication, it is confirmed by others. To

a large extent, an individual's self concept is based on

what is believed how others perceive the individual

(LSA-->>SAL). The ways others react, as well as how the

individual interprets and is influenced by those reactions,

constitutes self-image. The structure of the self is

constantly changing. A great deal of behavior is based on

self-perception. "Awareness of self-image is essential to

growth and change."3 6 It is also essential to the

determination of motivation.

This research contends that the effective leader

must possess positive feelings of self-worth to reflect

positive attitudes. This self-esteem is an individual's

personal judgement of worthiness. These feelings come from

perceptions of personal success and perceptions of how the

individual compares to others."3 When expectations fall
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short, negative self-images can evolve, creating defense

mechanisms. If habitual, negative attitude and low

motivation become evident.

A positive self-image indicates:

1. high values and principles and sufficient

security to modify when necessary

2. capability to act on own best judgement

even when others disapprove

3. past failures are forgotten

4. confidence in ability to deal with
problems

5. equality with others

6. acceptance of praise and criticism
3
0

A strong sense of self-worth creates internal

energy, a feeling of competence, and a sense of personal

power. When similarly perceived by subordinates, it is

expected that interpersonal attraction enhances modeling

behavior.

Intrapersonal communication is the basis for all

other levels of communication. Personality variables, as

determined by self-concept, effect and interpret the

communication and thus the leadership and motivation

process. Through the definition of the self, definition of

others develops and allows meaningful interpersonal

communication. The enhancement of this self-communication

'a-)A
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increases the awareness of the leader's own level of

motivation and the communication of attitudes via

interpersonal communication.

Interpersonal Communication

Interpersonal communication is evident in "social

situations in which persons in face-to-face encounters

sustain focused interaction through the reciprocal exchange

of verbal and nonverbal cues."13

Interpersonal communication can be focused as

follows: the nature of relationships; interpersonal needs;

self-presentation; disclosure and understanding;

perception; attraction; and conflict. 4  All are

interdependent and play a significant role in the leader's

self-definition and the follower's perception of that

self-definition.

Interaction between the leader and the follower

determines the relationship they establish with each other.

R.D. Laing is probably the best known researcher on

interpersonal perception. He says that behavior is

determined by the perception of the relationship.4'

*Q Underlying the concept is the difference between

experience and behavior. Behavior is observable and public

while experience is private and a feeling based on

imagination, memory, and perception. "Inferring experience
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from behavior is_ the? heart of communication, but it is very

difficult as Laing pointed out.... I see you, and you see

me. I experience you, and you experience me. I see your

behavior. You see my behavior. But I do not and never have

and never will see your experience of me. '"42

Experience is affected mostly by relations and

perceptions with others. An individual will have a direct

perspective, perceiving certain behaviors of the other

person. That same individual will also experience the other

person's experience by inferring what the other person is

feeling, perceiving, or thinking. This setaperspective, as

he calls it, may or may not be an accurate assessment.

In Laing's theory, the essence of interpersonal

communication success is the accuracy of mutual perception

in the relationship. So, too, is the essence of this

research. Not only must the leader perceive self as

confident and competent, but so must the subordinate

perceive leader competence and self-confidence to imitate

modeling.

relationship when one individual enters a relationship with

the intent to facilitate personal growth in the other

person. Such would be the expectation in a highly

c,?ns,,-, ate leader. He outlines ten qualities of a good

helping relationship, which include the traits of

trustworthiness and dependability in the communicator.
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Positive attitudes of warmth and caring are also

essential qualities in his congruency theory. This theory

says that if one person behaves openly and with positive

A.regard for the other person, the other person will

reciprocate with similar behavior. 43 Again, a reciprocal

linking, or modeling of positively perceived behavior, would

be expected.

Interpersonal perception is the process of

V establishing impressions of people and to judge

relationships by inferring causes of behavior. Known as

attribution theory or naive psychology, it explains the

processes by which most people come to understand their own

behavior and that of others.

Fritz Heider summarized as follows:

People have an awareness of their surroundings and
events in it, they attain this awareness through
perception and other processes, they are affected by
their personal and impersonal environment, they cause
changes in the environment, they are able to and try to
cause these changes, they have wishes and sentiments,
they stand in unit to other entities, and they are
accountable according to certain standards. All these

I. characteristics determine what role the other person
6 plays in our own life space and how we react to him.44

Harold Kelley advanced attribution theory by saying

that an individual perceives based on information from more

than one observation. From those observations, the

perceiver can pick from a set of various causes. Also, he

says, it is possible to discount a given cause if there are

other more likely causes present. Individuals weigh the

3*' 56
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various choices and then select based on the information

available.13 This is likened to Bandura's vicarious

$ reinforcement proposition whereby an individual modifies

personal behavior based on observing consequences of others

behaviors.

From experience and learning over time, a leader can

hone the perception process, aiding in decision-making and

subsequent action and enhancing greater identification and

imitative behavior.

The last category to be reviewed is that of

ainterpersonal attraction, best exemplified by the work of

Albert Mehrabian. He classifies communication behaviors

into a three-dimensional model of dominance, responsiveness,

arid liking. 6  Dominance is determined by status-

. 4m

Responsiveness is a factor of emotional arousal and

stimulation.

The most useful concept for this model, liking, or

the immediacy principle, says that individuals are attracted

and respond to those things that they like, and avoid those

things that they don't like. Liking relationships can be

characterized as close and direct. If the subordinate

favors the motivation level of the leader, the subordinate

would indeed affiliate closer with the leader, especially if

the motivation is positive.

Newcomb's cognitive approach to interpersonal

relationships centers around orientation. This orientation
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is a relationship between a person and some aspect of the

environment and can be positive or negative and intense or

weak. As in other consistency theories, there is strain

towards balance based on importance and relevance. The

primary contribution of this theory is that attraction is

not an isolated attitude toward a person, but rather a

complex orientational system.
47

In Byrne's reinforcement approach, individuals tend

to be attracted to a person when experiences with that

person involve more rewards than punishments. "The ultimate

attraction of one to another will be determined more or less

by a simple combination of the stimuli, each weighted in

terms of its magnitude or strength."48 Expectation of

positive reinforcements create strong relationships. The

establishment of these relationships contribute to

organizational effectiveness.
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Summary

It can be seen that both intrapersonal and

interpersonal processes establish the necessary values which

orchestrate a potential modeling relationship.

Self-definition and dyadic interaction determine the

accuracy of perceptions which suggest the strength of the

attraction, and ultimately imitative behavior.

It is this interconnectivity between superior and

subordinate that transmits motivation modeling. Before

reporting the evidence that validates this concept, the last

construct, motivation, will be reviewed.
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MOTIVATION

There have been numerous attempts to explain

theories of motivation. Some are biological/physiological,

instinctual, sensory, and emotional. Others are centered on

the physchological needs of the individual. And still

others are rooted in the evolution of learning and behavior

modification. The following section will review those

theories from which the present study draws its hypotheses.

These include need theory, cognitive-consistency theories,

work theories, achievement theory, and social learning

theory.

Reviewing the orientation of motivation presented in

Chapter 1, motivation is a concept used to "describe the

forces acting on or within (an individual) to initiate and

direct behavior." 4"  The concept of motivation helps to

explain why certain behavior occurs (or doesn't occur).

There is voluminous study of motivation. This

section will review only those theories which give credence

to the modeling potential of motivation itself. To do this,

some of the more basic theories of motivation must be

mentioned to provide foundation.
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Need Theory

Briefly, Maslow considered motivation as a construct

relative to the individual as a whole, not simply specific

behavior in response to a specific stimulus, for example.

He argued that all motivation was a result of individual

striving for ultimate goals, both conscious and unconscious.

He proposed that individuals behave based on the amount of

satisfaction of certain needs.50

If motives are equated with needs, then there are

varying levels, or strengths. These strengths are

determined based upon the individual's personal desire to

attain satisfaction of those needs. And, according to

Maslow, it is also dependent upon which level of need the

individual has reached. Some are "prepotent" and must b-

satisfied before needs higher in the hierarchy will be

triggered. His hierarchy ranges from life-sustaining to

more psychological dimensions as follows:

Physiological Needs. These are the essential

sustenance factors such as food, clothing and shelter, basic
0

to survival. In most cases, these particular needs are met

materially through the accumulation and spending of money.

Safety NeedS. Safety needs equate to security. An
6

individual will seek organizations and relationships that

will offer freedom from the threats of life.
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Social Needs. Frequently, social needs become

predominant as physiological and safety needs are satisfied.

Here, the individual actively attempts to "affiliate" and

interact with other people. Friendship and affection

satisfy social needs.

Esteem. At this level, recognition of individual

worth is essential. Frequently, this recognition comes from

prestige or power. But most importantly, it centers around

a high evaluation of self and respect from other people.

Self-actualization. An individual is

self-actualized if they can fully develop their potential

and achieve life goals. Competence is a key factor.

Basically, Maslow's idea that one source of behavior

motivation is the need to expand one's potentialities and

become all that one is capable of becoming has withstood the

test of scrutiny and continues to underlie many other

cognitive theories of motivation. It emphasizes both

psychological growth and the full realization of human

potential--competence, effectiveness, creativity, and

imagination.

According to Maslow, similar to the various

definitions of consideration and supportive environments, a

leader should create a "climate" for employees in which they

0*

attain their fullest potential.

One extension of Maslow's hierarchy was Alderfer's

Existence, Relatedness, and Growth theory (ERG).51 Safety,

social, and esteem needs all involve interpersonal
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relationships. These are recategorized as relatednes5.

Self esteem is based on internal cues of personal and goa)

achievement, and thus very close to self-actualization, so

combined into growth. Finally, physiological and safety

needs are both physical needs, so he calls these existence.

In Alderfer's theory, it is not contradictory that a

person will deny basic needs in order to be creative or to

gain esteem of others. Also, he says an unsatisfied need

does not necessarily motivate only at that level, as in

Maslow's theory. It may also be compensated for at a lower

level.

This distinction is particularly important because

the leader may compensate a subordinate by concentrating on

relatedness needs, for example, when growth needs cannot be

met on the job. Also, people will adapt by constructively

channeling energies even though higher-order needs are

blocked.

The idea that people do adapt and try to cope with

their work and nonwork frustrations as best they can is an

important one, making ERG a useful and innovative

contribution to work motivation theory, discussed later.

Cognitive Consistency Theories

- While need theory suggests a motive to enhance human

potential on a macro scale, cognitive consistency theories

deal with human behavior on a micro or situational basis.
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These theories explain intrapersonal (or mental)

agreement between attitudes and new information about these

same attitudes. The main assumption, as best exemplified in

the Congruity Principle, Balance Theory, and Cognitiv'e

Dissonance Theory, is that contradictory information with

personal attitudes will cause tension. This tension is

reduced by attitude or behavior change, and motivation.

Osgood and Tannenbaum's Congruity Principle asserts

there is a compromise between inconsistent attitude objects.

An individual must reduce a positive attitude or increase a

negative attitude, or both, when related attitude objects

are incongruent.52

Balance Theory suggests that when two people

interact with an event or object of mutual concern, the

intrapersonal and interpersonal situation is cognitively

4 balanced or imbalanced. In a balanced situation,

persuasion, for example, is unlikely. But if unbalanced,

, motivation is prompted from tension. "With similar attitudes

proximity will increase the degree of positive sentiment;

with slight dissimilarity of attitude a mutual assimilation

might be produced, and with it an increase in friendliness;

with strong dissimilarities the hostility will be

increased. "

Oi6
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With such an orientation, it is proposed that

comparable personalities would attract because the most

important variable influencing attraction between two

persons is the similarity of their attitudes.

Finally, Cognitive Dissonance theory states that

motivation results because people actively avoid

inconsistent (dissonant) situations (i.e., those that are

not in agreement with the individual's own attitudes.) 4

Thus, a leader's degree of motivation must be

consistent with the subordinates, or vice versa. Otherwise,

attitude change (on the part of either) must occur if

"avoidance" is to be precluded.

The suggestion is that behavior is influenced by

others. If an individual has inconsistent attitudes and

behaviors when compared with, for example, the supervisor, a

state of tension occurs and there is a certain level of

rotiation generated to reduce or eliminate that tension.

Evolving from cognitive dissonance theory, equity

theory, simply stated, proposes that people are motivated to

maintain fair relationships with others and will attempt to

correct unfair relationships by making them fair. Workers

compare themselves to other workers with respect to what

* they get out of their jobs (outcomes) and what they

contribute to their jobs (inputs). For example, outcomes

include wages, status and job satisfaction while inputs

include skills, education, job training, and effort."
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The initial presentation of this theory describes a

"ratio" between outcomes and inputs. Each individual

"calculates" his or her individual ratio. Perception is the

central aspect of equity theory. The essential concern of

the theory is how an individual perceives personal ratios

relative to others.

A condition of equity exists when an individual

perceives his or her ratio of outcomes to inputs to equal

that of some relevant "other" such as another worker of

relatively equal status.

Five "motivated" actions can take place when the

perception of the ratio is inequitable:

1. change one's outcomes (e.g., more pay)

2. change one's inputs (e.g., work less hard)

3. choose a different "comparison other"

4. cognitively distort (e.g., rationalization)

5. leave the particular exchange relationship

(e.g., resign)sh

Such a ratio might also be calculated between

superior and subordinate, drawing, for example, on the

idiosyncracy credit theory. Based on the perception of the

relationship, a leader's high level of motivation may be

debited by a subordinate's low level of motivation, causing

the subordinate to perceive an inequity. A modeling effect

to increase the equity is suggested.
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Work Theory

Theory X and Theory Y, developed by Douglas

McGregor, proposed that all management practices stem from

managers' personal "theories" regarding Man. These

"theories" reflect assumptions, generalizations and

hypotheses about organizations and become evident in

management decisions and actions affecting the

superior-subordinate relationship. McGregor proposed that

the way a manager interacts with his superiors, peers, and

especially his subordinates depends upon the manager's

philosophy regarding cause-effect relationships in behavior.

Theory X suggests that the worker's goals and those

of the organization are in conflict and that workers are

primarily motivated by extrinsic rewards and the fear of

punishment. Therefore, given a Theory X philosophy, and

since Man desires satisfaction of his basic needs,

management can manipulate employees by making extrinsic

rewards contingent on desir d behavior.

In contrast, a Theory Y philosophy accepts the

position that employees are motivated to achieve intrinsic

as well as extrinsic rewards. Intrinsic rewards stem from

achievement, autonomy, self-respect, self-fulfillment and

are believed to be more powerful motivators than extrinsic

A rewards. Furthermore, employee and organizational goals do

not conflict.37
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Chris Argyris studied leadership practices on

individual behavior and personal growth. His

"Immaturity-Maturity Theory" contends that individuals

progress along a continuum of seven separate stages of

growth. People are often unable to reach their anticipated

levels of maturity because of the very nature of the formal

organization. Since an organization is normally designed to

achieve objectives best attained collectively, the

individual is fit into the organization, not vice versa.

Worker maturity suffers for organizational efficiency.

IMMATURITY -------------- >MATURITY

Passive ------------------------------- Active

,p Dependence ----------------------------------- >Independence

Behave in a Few Ways ---- >Capable of Behaving in Many Ways

Erratic Shallow Interests ---- Deeper and Stronger Interests

Short Time Perspective ------------- >Long Time Perspective

Subordinate Position ----- )Equal or Superordinate Position

Lack of Awareness of Self-->Awareness and Control Over Self

The outcome is a need for managers to create work

Senvironments more conducive to self-growth and individual

Sit maturity. In recognition of Theory Y, if properly

motivated, workers can be more productive and both

organization and individual will profit.50 More support

-or greater relationship-oriented, or considerate, leader.
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Another researcher, Frederick Herzberg, supported

*both McGregor's Theory Y concept and Argyris' maturity

continuum in his "motivation-hygiene theory. "5 9 Man has two

separate, distinct and independent sets of needs affecting

behavior. The first, the hygiene factors, describe Man's

environment and serve the primary function of preventing job

dissatisfaction. The second set, motivators, effect people

towards good performance. He aligns them as follows:

HYGIENE FACTORS MOTIVATORS

Environment The Job Itself

Policies and Administration Achievement

Supervision Recognition for Accomplishment

4orking Conditions Challenging Work

interpersonal Relations Increased Responsibility

Money, Status, Security Growth and Development

Hygiene needs, when satisfied, tend to eliminate

dissatisfaction and work restriction, but do little to

imotivate an individual to superior performance or
increased capacity. Satisfaction of the motivators,

however, will permit an individual to grow and develop

in a mature way, often implementing an increase in
ability.

These three theories provide sound evidence that in

the work place, leaders must provide environmental factors

which serve to provide incentive for work. They must also

take into account the needs of the individual to achieve

personal growth toward self-actualization.

Miner62 and McClelland"3 studied the effects of the

personal motivation of the leader as a determinant of

success. Using the Miner Sentence Completion Scale and the
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1Thematic Apperception Test, they determined that "need for

achievement" rated high on the scale of leaders and the

correlation between managerial motivation and success was

high.

McClelland, et al.,'4  proposed a specific need

theory based on the "need for achievement." They suggest

that as people mature, develop and grow, they recognize,

through the environment, that competence is admired by

significant others. This learned need for competence

becomes an effective performance motive. Achievement, that

is, the need to be successful, implies accepting challenge

and high goals. It is this competence that enables the

imitative process.

In a similar but more recent analysis by the

American Management Association (AMA), the AMA interviewed

711 chief executive officers in a variety of industries to

determine what is actually known about developing potential

executives."'

It was posed that the selection process for

potential leaders must "critically examine 'motivational

drive'--the need to achieve results and interpersonal skills

*and communication ability."

In the research, the questionnaire presented

0 potential key influences and asked each CEO to rate each

item in terms of its importance in helping them achieve

"7.



their current status. Ranked very conspicuously at the too

of the 21 "key influences" was "a need to achieve

results. ,61

Intuitively, the need to achieve results can be

equated with a positive motivation for success.

Path-Goal Theory

Workers will tend to be high producers if they view

high productivity as a path leading to the attainment of one

or more personal goals. Some research suggests that a
4

leader's consideration or structure initiating behavior

affect the subordinate's behavior for selecting a certain

path leading to goal attainment. The extent to which

following a certain path is multiplied by the importance of

the goals involved to the subordinate (valence) to yield the

level of motivation to follow a path or engage in a specific

behavior. 67

Environmental factors such as the nature of the

task, also exert influence.

The focus of the theory is "how can supervisors

influence path-goal instrumentalities?" It is essential

that subordinates recognize that their supervisors have the

authority to influence rewards and punishments and that

rewards are tied to specific behavior paths.

Supervisors must make judgments as to whic:h

behaviors are high performance paths and which are low. A
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supervisor high in consideration will perceive being given

suggestions by subordinates and helping fellow workers as

high performance paths; less considerate supervisors

a won't.6'

House furthered path-goal theory with the following

general propositions:

1. Leader behavior is acceptable and satisfying to
subordinates to the extent that the subordinates see
such behavior as either an immediate source of
satisfaction or as instrumental to future satisfaction.

2. The leader's behavior will be motivational, i.e.,
increase effort, to the extent that (1) such behavior
makes satisfactions of subordinate's needs contingent on
effective performance, and (2) such behavior complements
the environment of subordinates by providing the

*coaching, guidance, support and rewards necessary for
effective performance."

Stated less formally, the motivational functions of
the leader consist of increasing the number and kinds of
personal payoffs to subordinates for work-goal
attainment and making paths to these payoffs easier to
travel by clarifying the paths, reducing road blocks and
pitfalls, and increasing the opportunities for personal
satisfaction en route. "

Such leader behaviors are referred to as directive

(initiating structure), supportive (consideration),

achievement-oriented, and participative.

There are also sets of conditions for subordinates,

which typically include: (1) need for affiliation; (2)

Un reed for achievement; (3) need for extrinsic reward; (4)

l ,cs of control; (5) authoritarianism: and (6) ability.

Although they use somewhat different terminology,

path-goal theories are linked closely with the Ohio State

ctdies. However, in testing the path-goal theory, low to
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non-existent correlations have been verified. Apparently,

the scales developed for the Ohio State studies, which have

been used to test path-goal theory, do not provide

comparable measures of what might appear to be the same

constructs."

However, there is sufficient support to at least

rule out the theory as happenstance. Most importantly,

though, the close tie that path-goal theory posits between

leadership and subordinate motivation has a sound logic to

it, especially in the "guiding, coaching" role of leadership

as it relates to motivation.

The current research assumes that such "guiding,

coaching" results in greater occurrence of imitative

behavior.

Social Learning Theory

Finally, and of direct impact on this research, is

social learning theory. Individual behavior in

organizations and resultant performance, productivity, and

effectiveness are critical dimensions in current studies of

leadership, management and organizations. Most frequently,

current approaches to organizational behavior are

characterized as concerned with two major issues: (a) the

understanding and (bl the influencing of behavior. 2
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Individual behavior is attributed to many di+ferent

causes, as exemplified by the previous discussion of the

many varied theories of motivation. Obviously, the

understanding of behavior is very complex and provides as

many questions as answers when a leader attempts to

understand means by which he or she might influence the

behavior of subordinates. Social learning theory attempts

to link together behavior and cognitive processes,

specifically, learning.

Rotter pioneered social learning theory with the

assumption that human behavior is motivated by goal

attainment. Not unlike other learning theories,

reinforcement plays a crucial role in the amount of learning

that occurs. However, he introduces a new concept known as

u earirgful ervironment. He says that only meanzngful events

w,-Jill affect behavior. An individual must process

information from the environment and match it with memories

of past experience. For a behavior to be motivated, there

must be a strong reinforcer and a high probability that it

0'111 be attained. In other words, both value and expectancy

lay a role in motivation. 3

This expectancy-value theory has two i mport ant

trenqths. First, the theory is geared exclusively to

LMpP .: himan behavior in a social en viron ment And

- secordly', it recognizes individuality, i.e., people are

(4cial directed, hut their goals, e!pectanrcies and reward

vallff -.. 'V(- nd ,' vdu-lI Iy dof ned.
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Social learning theory, as further interpreted by

Albert Bandura, continues to develop the behavior-cognition

-.. -linkage. According to Bandura, behavior is an interactive

function of the individual (including his or her!'
cognitions), the individual's enacted behavior, and the

environment in which the behavior occurs.
7

Bandura's theory, known as Modeling (also sometimes

imitation, copying and matching), or Vicarious Learning,

posits that an individual (Observer, 0) learns from the

- consequences experienced by a model (M) rather than from

outcomes stemming from his or her own performance attempts.

Within the process of modeling are four stages. The

first, attention, concerns the processes that determine

which models are singled out for observation and the

beha,,isjrs that are selected from the observations.

k4etert1or, concerns the storage of observations in memory by

ie.r,s of imagery and/or verbal coding. Motor reproduction

irvolves the reproduction of these stored mental guides as

.,ppropriate action when cued by an appropriate situation.

irl I ,, *,,~~tzA(t ,da proces5es concern various reinforcers

ei.,rc, r~,errta1 ,self-applied, and vicarious) that serve as

Ir(, t,tive to perform the vicariously learned behavior.

If aft observer is to learn effectively from a model
it i- irportutant that the model be credible, reasonably
'? s, (-ce'ul, clearly displav the behavior to be learned

ar'd otherwise facilitate the attention process.
. milarly, SuCLeSStIl retention of observea behavior

r*.(Iirv-s mo re than just observing the model--it usually
reqtires goinq _ver (rehearsing) the modeled sequences

behavior eit'!er physically or mentally.' s

p.
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Additionally, people will tend to increase the

frequency of behavior that has resulted in positive

consequences, and will tend to decrease the frequency of

behavior that has resulted in negative consequences.

A critical concept of the modeling process is that

of "antecedent learning," that is, behavioral change can

occur as a result of a discriminative stimulus that occurs

before the behavior. For example, a goal that influences

subsequent subordinate behavior would be 'antecedent."

Bandura emphasizes this process as "vicarious" learning.

Individuals are not dependent on direct experience

of the consequences of their behavior for learning to take

place. An individual learns by observing the consequences

(rewards and punishments) associated with behavior exhibited

in the model.
76

'p

By observing a model of the desired behavior, an
individual forms an idea of how response components must
be combined and sequenced to produce the new behavior.

In other words, people guide their actions by prior
notions rather than by relying on outcomes to tell them
what they must do. 77

In a study conducted by Weiss, it was reported that

interpersonal attraction, credibility, status and competence

of the model influence the probability that an observer will

imitate the modeled behavior. Likewise, the observer's low

a,' Pf-esteem and need for external reinforcement also enhance

the modeling process.*
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A majority of the research on modeling has focused

on training strategies. Manz and Sims found that modeling

techniques are effective when employees (1) observe the

target behavior, i.e., the specific behavior to be learned

through such methods as film and video tape; (2) can

practice what they have learned; (3) are given feedback;

and (4) are given the opportunity to apply what they have

learned back to the job.
7'

"Social learning theory explains that individuals

are active and observing who profit from the experiences of

others and store these observations symbolically for future

use and regulate behavior through intrinsic rewards.'""

This becomes the central thesis of this research.

As observers, subordinates will actively vary personal

behavior in a manner that is consonant with the behavior of

"4 the leader. Certain conditions enhance this modeling

process. These conditions serve as the independent

Avariables and will be explained in Chapter V.

Summary

-p Motivation, then, must be assessed as a multi-path

variable. Critical to leadership is the motivation of the

414 leader, the motivation of the individual subordinate(s), the

motivation of the group or organization, and the

motivationil environment that is impacted by other players.
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Motivation is accepted as an integral dimension to

organizational effectiveness. But few studies have

correlated the level of leader motivation with the levels of

follower motivation. The tradition has been that leaders

must provide some level of motivation for the subordinates

through job enrichment, recognition, reward, etc.

All too often, it is overlooked that the leader,

too, is a member of a reference group, and extracts levels

of personal motivation, just as the leader's subordinates,

from roles, norms, etc.

What effect does that motivation have on the level

of motivation of the followers and ultimately the

effectiveness of the organization? This study addresses

that issue.
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CHAPTER IV

VARIAB~LES, INSTRUMENTS, AND OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

In developing this theory, numerous variables have

been measured and appropriate statistical analysis applied.

This chapter will review each of the variables, describe the

instruments used to measure them, and provide operational

detiinitions.

Motivation to Manage (MM)

As the dependent variable, motivation to manage

defines the leader/manager's positive or negative attitude

tcowardJ rtis or- tier role as a leader/manager. In an attempt

to de ,elop this theory of leadership/management motivation

ir, large, complex~., bureaucratic organizations, Miner drew

trom btt-, role theory as well as the Ohio State studies.

h'identified a set of role prescriptions that seem

* t, ~4J~dr ith high frequency in large, formalized, and

r~txoriolIzE-d organizations that function in a bureaucratic

mariit-'r rlirer saysi 'Role prescriptions can differ

(Luri-ideraljly from one orqanization to another. Yet, there

.It. rem tci ute soime requiremenit - which appear again and again

Ito ad.iUC1iAt~on- With a great variety of man ager ialI

p0,1t I onl'
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His theory suggests that individuals who are more

positively inclined toward these prescriptions are likely to

be more successful than those individuals who are negatively

inclined toward them. Based on in-depth studies of large

organizations, his role prescriptions and motivational

patterns are as follows:

1. Managers are expected to behave in ways which do not

provoke negative reactions from their superiors;

ideally they will elicit positive responses. A manager

must be in a position to obtain support for his actions

at higher levels. This requires a good relationship
with superiors. It follows that a manager should have a

generally positive attitude toward those holding

positions of authority over him. Any tendency to

generalized hatred, distaste, or anxiety in dealing with
people in positions of authority will make it extremely
difficult to meet job demands. Interactions with

superiors will either be minimal or filled with so much
negative feeling that the necessary positive reactions

and support cannot possibly be attained.

2. There is a strong competitive element built into

managerial work. Managers must strive to win for
themselves and their subordinates and accepts such

challenges as other managers may offer. In order to
meet this role requirement a person should be favorably

disposed toward engaging in competition. If he is
unwilling to compete for position, status, advancement
and his ideas, he is unlikely to succeed. Any
generalized tendency to associate unpleasant emotions,

such as anxiety and depression, with performance in
competitive situations will almost inevitably result in

behavior which falls short of role demands.

Although the behaviors expected of a father and

those expected of a manager are not identical, both are
supposed to take charge, to make decisions, to take such

disciplinary actions as may be necessary and to protect

* other members of a group. Thus, one of the common role
* requirements of the managerial job is that the incumbent

behave in an active and assertive manner. It follows
that a desire to meet these requirements will generally
lead to success in managerial work. Those who prefer

mcire passive behavior patterns, no matter what their sex
atd those who become upset or disturbed at the prospect

, behaving in an assertive manner would not be expected

to possess the type of motivation needed. The
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managerial job appears to require an individual who
obtains pleasure from performing as prescribed by the
traditional father role in our society.

4. The manager must exercise power over subordinates
and direct their behavior. He must tell others what to
do and enforce his words through appropriate use of
positive and negative sanctions. The individual who
finds such behavior difficult and emotionally
disturbing, who does not wish to impose his wishes on
others or believes it is wrong to do so, would not be
expected to meet this particular role prescription.
Subordinates must be induced to perform in a manner
which will be conducive to the attainment of
organizational goals, and the person placed in a
position of authority over them would therefore ideally
desire to behave in ways calculated to achieve this
objective.

5. The managerial job requires a person to stand out
from his group and assume a position of high visibility.

He must deviate from the immediate subordinate group and
do things which inevitably invite attention, discussion,
and perhaps criticism from those who report to him.
When this idea of standing out from the group elicits
+eelings of unpleasantness, then behavior appropriate to
the role will occur much less often than would otherwise
be the case. It is the person who enjoys being the
center of attention who is most likely to meet the

-.5 denjand ot the job in this area. Such a person has many
of the characteristics of a good actor.

6. There are administrative requirements such as
c- nstruLcting budget estimates, serving on committees,
talirng on the telephone, filling out forms, and so on
in all managerial work, although the specific activities
will vary. To meet these prescriptions a manager must
at least be willing to face this type of routine and
ideally, gain some satisfactior, from it. If such
behavior is consistently viewed with apprehension or
loathing, a person's chances of success are low. A
desire to avoid or put off the administrative duties of
the managerial job can only result in deviation from
role prescriptions, and thus in less effective

.01 performance..
2

The thrust of Miner 's theory is to determine what do

Ssucces-,ul managers do and what are their attitudes and

behavicrs? How do you compare successful with less

successftil managers'" It was those prescriptions identlled

11



above that answered his research questions. But while

probably salient to most organizations, it was

*scientifically valid only in larger, formally structured,

output oriented organizations.

It is important to note that Miner's theory differs

from other leadership/management/motivation theories in that

it is of limited domain. Rather than explore the effects of

motivation on a global scale, motivation to manage theory is

more operationally useful.

The theoretical objectives have been held to
manageable proportions; that we have been working out
of a limited domain theory, rather than a grand theory;
that our theoretical weapon has been more analogous to a
rifle or a shotgun with a considerable choke, than to a
blunderbuss. The goal has not been to understand,
predict, and control with regard to all human
motivation, but to achieve these scientific objectives
with regard to the motivation of people in a particular
type of job, in a particular type of organization, under
a particular type of control system.3

There is very little research relating

role-motivation theory to need theory, achievement theory,

motivation-hygiene theory, or equity theory. Likewise,

there is no research identifying a relationship between

various leadership theories such as path-goal theory.

Miner's theory does parallel to some extent

McClelland view on achievement and power motivation and

Fiedler's contingency theory.
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McCIelland attributed managerial success to
socialized power motivation, where the expression of
power needs 1s curbed or muted by inhibitory forces
(which) seem to suggest a highly similar concept to

* managerial motivation.

Under conditions where leader-member relations are
good, the task to be performed is highly structured, and
the inherent power of the leader's position is strong,

low LPC provides the key to success. The low LPC leader
is said to be highly task and goal-achievement oriented.
The conditions here approximate those of the ideal
bureaucracy and the description of the low LPC leader is
not unlike that of the person who has a high motivation

score. 4

(It should be noted that, although Miner calls his

theory 'motivation to manage", his role prescriptions

include both leadership and management functions. For

example, Miner's prescriptions of assertiveness, imposing

wishes and competitiveness are clearly functions of

leadership, ,,jhile administrative tasks and respect for

authority fiqures are clearly management orientations.)

In studies of various types and levels of management

(R and L., markreting, department store, scientific,

personn (- , i,just rial relations, army officers, school

* admini st- o-.tuj o,d cradtiate students, as examples), all 21

studies u Ue- u/ Miner yielded significant results, 12 at P

.01. Sttioe ccznducted outside the domain of the theory,

.0 Pi.e., not I f h-irea1ilr atic--type environment, failed to

produce ' "F, i i c, t t1ndirgjs, supporting his hypothesis.

W, nti,--i-re nks colnstruLt, Miner developed the Miner

Sente-irce ,.. rpletior, Scale (MSCS). Miner offers findings

which sipippor t tic, coostruct validity o+ the MSLS,
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consistently supporting the interpretation that it is a

measure of motivation to manage and not a measure of other

types of motivation. Other construct validity data,

involving the correlation of the MSCS with other instruments

(Kuder Preference Record, Strong Vocational Interest Blank,

Gough Adjective Check List, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, and

Ghiselli Self-Description Inventory) clearly indicates an

overall pattern of results supporting the motivation to

manage interpretation.5

The original MSCS was completed through a projective

process where scorers determined whether responses were

positive, negative, or neutral. While Miner received

criticism of his scorer techniques, he provides compelling

evidence which indicates the soundness of his procedures.6

However, the multiple choice MSCS, used in this

research, offers a shift from projective to objective

measurement, and, too, is validated as a significant

predictor of managerial success. As an outgrowth of the

original scale, using test-retest separated by a ten week

period, Miner reports reliability coefficients ranging from

.68 to .84 with a median of .81 for total motivation scores

in various samples.

Miner continues to validate that the higher the

total MSCS score, the higher are grade level performance

ratings, compensation, success, and position within several

industries and businesses. Total MSCS scores also accurately

forecast promotion into management, changes in qrade level
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and performance, and other predictors of success.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION. The variable "motivation"

in both the leader and the subordinate is measured by the

Miner Sentence Completion Scale. Each respondent is asked

to complete the 40 multiple choice questions. Level of

motivation is assessed as the total score (-->5 to 435) as

reported by the MSCS. Higher Scor-es indicate greater-

positive attitude toward leader/manager roles, i.e., greater

motivation.

Leadership Style (St)

fThi s research contends that inodeligq i s enhancd ai I

the leader is mvore relationship oriented, that is, inotiV

1 supportive of subordinates that task oriented.

A vast amount of research has attempted to capture

various styles available In the repertoire of I eader sh I .

There have been various coritinutja, bit foi 't r AnQ0 *rof%

authoritarian (or autocratic) to deiocrrat Ic .

At one e-treme is5 the auito(rat. oehu t i V but

characterized by the individual who imposes his or hepr W1il

upon a group in order to perform a task. f7c e~rtf!

implies author ity f rom somea --,ouar ( P and tarq(uest Ion 1rF)'

5tobedience from s -- Loordinates. stich A leader deter miries ali

%. pol icy matters arid normally d If (-t-. .iibur dirtates U'V

di :-tatinc' one step at a t Imt.. (ommu ro cat Iof I Io" is

coittrolled by the leader, arid tistially spars-,e.
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Pt the other end of the scale is the participative

leader. Rather than an arbitrary approach to leadership,

t ,mi- leader sees the leader's function as goa'. advancement

thrui qh cooperative group interaction, openly inviting

k "br d rat es to share in decisions, policy-making and

It- at i or, met hods.

He Cor she encouraqes group discussion and decision

- .*-a~-ible and +ooK.s for alternative solutions +or group

4".S - 1 . .' s a JP0,,,vat I leader they join" the

.4t ' , the gr oup s decisions. As a consultative

* ,I .ement , dIscussion, argument, and group

- . . ( o,,' ar P consider ed but the leader maintains

1 1 #er 6 r- PI n these styles of leadership is

* ~ ... e. .i mai LrIQ retained by the leader. While

.. , ' ader map e, all decisions, the democratic

., . al1 a~sts the qr(-oup in making decisions.

. . . Irthpr ieaiership styles between these two

.,4 t. mar, V Sou I d arcque that democratic

* " **' -.... .e a s end o4 the spectrum. Rather, the

. haratpri_:ed by complete freedom of

-i 1, aud o real directive leadership role,

. - P.'-, '-. t, -tthor t ar i ani si.

.-.. t', br -,4 I( r at I( leader. This leader

, or' ,, *(r to orqanizition and leads and manages

_,. , - if ti ()ed h the organization. Again, much

R6
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as the autocratic leader, this style calls for "telling"

what and how to do. Deviation from expected norms is not

accepted and little individual freedom is permitted.

Since the next variable to be discussed, OC, is

designed to measure the autocratic-democratic spectrum, St

will be a more precise look at relationship versus task

orientation.

Evolving from the Ohio State Studies, scales to

measure consideration and initiating structure were

developed. Items on the' Consideration scale describe

behaviors that indicate a regard for the comfort and

well-being of the group members, as well as an equalitarian

respect for the members' contributions. Items in the

Initiation of Structure scale describe behaviors that

clearly define the leader's role, and structure the

expectations of the members.

The original scale, the Leader Behavior Description

Questionnaire (LBDQ) was followed by an industrial version,

the Supervisory Behavior Description Questionnaire (SBDQ),

and the LBDQ-Form XII, by Stogdill.

The LBDQ was primarily designed to measure factors

concerning the consequence about a leader's behavior. In a

comparison of the three scales, measurement of initiating

structure and consideration, reliabilities were .81 and .93

for the LBDQ, .68 and .81 for the SBDQ, and .78 and .90 for

the LBDQ-XII. Numerous studies have shown the LBDQ XII to be

the most psychometrically sound.
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These two dimensions are used in this study because

of their extensive usage in leadership research. For

example, two-thirds of all pre-1980 leadership field studies

and over three-quarters of all studies of perceived leader

behavior used these Ohio State categorizations.
7

Stogdill tested the differential validity of several

subscales by writing scenarios for that pattern of behavior,

having that pattern acted out by experienced actors, with

Nobservers using the LBDQ-XII to describe the supervisor's

behavior. Stogdill concluded that the scales measure what

they purported to measure. In numerous other factor

studies, similar validity was verified.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION. Leadership style is defined

as the degree to which the subordinate perceives the leader

emphasizes consideration behaviors more than initiating

structure behaviors. It is calculated based on the

difference between the total consideration score (5 to 50)

and the initiating structure score (5 to 50) on the LBDQ

XII. A higher positive score identifies a leader with more

consideration than initiating structure behavior. A

negative score indicates greater initiating structure

behavior.
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Organizational Characteristics (OC)

Paralleling the concept of leadership style must be

an assessment of the influence of that style and other

mechanisms on organizational processes. Lewin, Katz,

Cartwright and Zander, MacGregor, Blake and Mouton, Likert,

Bowers and Seashore, Fiedler, and Yukl are just a

representative sampling of the many researchers who have

classified the two extremes of leadership--autocracy and

democracy.

Stogdill suggested that these "dichotomies of

leadership" had similar characteristics, yet offer divergent

orientations. For example, the multi-faceted

democratic/autocratic spectrum refers to the way power is

distributed, whose needs are met, and which way decisions

are made. Participative/directive refers primarily to how

decision are made. Relations-/task-oriented leadership

focuses on whose needs are met. Consideration/initiation of

V' structure questions deal with how decisions are made and to

the structuring of tasks and goals and role relationships.

And finally, laissez-faire/motivation to manage examines the

extent to which leadership is avoided or attempted.0

There are numerous methodologies for measuring

trends in productive capability and therefore the value of

an organization's assets. Likely the most massive effort

was that undertaken at the Institute for Social Research at

the University of Michigan. Through a series of studies, a
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rationale for organizational improvement was developed. It

relied partly on "democratizing the leadership patterns in

the organization, predicated on the efficacy of democratic

over autocratic processes."'

The result was Likert'sIO four systems of

interpersonal relationships in large organizations:

exploitative autocratic (System 1); benevolent autocratic

(System 2); consultative (System 3); and democratic (System

4). The thesis was that if an organization moved away from

the autocratic to the democratic form of organization,

productivity and employee satisfaction would increase.

The following are brief descriptions of each system:

System 1: Superiors and subordinates have no mutual

confidence or trust in each other nor do either support each

other. Motivation is generally accomplished through fear

tactics and punishment. The majority of the personnel

dislike the organization and supervision. Most

communication is downward and leaders have little

understanding of subordinates. Interpersonal relations are

sparse between leader and subordinate. Decision-making and

control is centralized in the top echelon, with little input

or feedback from subordinates. Informal organizations

oppose the formal one.SO'

System 2 While many of the same characteristics in

System 1 exist, some supportive behavior is seen, although

normally condescending. Rewards are used and subordinate

satisfaction is improved. Superiors are starting to have
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some feel for employees needs and wants, but there is still

little interaction. Orders are issued without regard to

subordinate comment. However, there is sometimes one-on-one

consultations with individuals. Informal organizations are

less resistant of the formal one.

System 3: There is significant enhancement of

confidence, trust and supportive behavior inspired by

greater interaction. Open discussion between superiors and

subordinates is not unusual. Rewards and involvement by

superiors provide motivation and subordinates generally feel

good about their relationships and the organization. Two

way communication results in a greater understanding of

subordinates. Decision-making is a consultative process,

however, the decisions are still made at the top. Informal

organizations, if they exist, generally support the goals of

the formal organization.

System 4: This phase is characterized by high

confidence, trust, motivation, two-way communication and

interaction, group participation in goal-setting, and high

satisfaction with regard to group membership.

Decision-making is seen throughout the organization.

Informal and formal organizations are identical.

Briefly, then, System I is authoritarian, task

oriented and System 4 is based on a greater team emphasis

generating mutual trust and support.

pg
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The Profile of Organization Characteristics (POC)

measure the location of the organization on the spectrum

between System 1 and System 4.

The POC has been administered extensively resulting

in correlations with performance ranging from .3 to .6 and

among the scales of leader, peer, subordinate, and

organizational behaviors from .4-.8.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION. In determining the

characteristics of the organization, each subordinate will

assess the unit by completing the POC. Each subscale is

assigned a value from 1 to 4. A higher score as determined

by the mean value of the 18 items indicates a more

democratic organization.

Leaders' Personal Qualities (LPQ)

Certain personal attributes of the leader are

closely associated with influence on the morale and attitude

of subordinates. The self-concept of the leader is proposed

as among these. As an independent variable, it answers two

basic questions for the leader: Who and what am I? It

represents the leader's self-perception. There is a third

facet more evaluative in nature--a feeling of worth or

unworth, success or failure, can or can't do.
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Self--concept is of special concern because a great

deal of research, to include this study, suggests a direct

correlation between this attitude of self and performance.

That is, a positive self-image is an asset.

It typically moves the leader to better performance

and frequently "motivates" the subordinate in a more

positive direction. It seems necessary that the subordinate

perceive this self-confidence in the leader. It is not

enough for the leader to simply possess the trait, but it

must be similarly interpreted by the subordinate.

Perception is certainly a distorting factor in the

iprocess of cause and effect analysis between leader and

dsubordinate. Perception has been defined as "the process of

becoming aware of objects, qualities, or relations by way of

the sense organs."" It has also been noted that "while

-sensory content is always present in perceptions, what is

perceived is influenced by set and prior experience, so that

the perception is more than a passive registration of

stimuli impinging on the sense organs." 2

The subordinate as well as the leader think, feel,

and act in response to the environment and others as they

perceive it. Therefore, the self-concept is a picture of

the individual in relationship with that environment.

ihis personality factor in the leader determines the

relationship between character and the individual the leader

outwardly depicts.

.~
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In assessing this self-concept and perceived

self-concept, three scales were chosen which have historical

foundation. The first scale measures self-esteem and was

developed by Rosenberg to measure attitudes toward the self

along a favorable-to-unfavorable dimension. Several

criteria were considered in the development of the scale:

self-respect; self worthiness; at least on a par, but

certainly no worse than others; and not necessarily

perfect, but aware of limitations and has expectations to

grow and improve.13  His initial sample consisted of more

than 5000 subjects.

The reproducibility of the scale (using the Guttman

procedure) was 92 percent and its scalability was 72 percent

for his sample. Documented test-retest reliability of .85

has also been reported.

Several attempts to assure validity included a

comparison of subjects completing the S-E scale and then

independent ratings by nurses using the Leary Scales. There

was significant association between self-esteem and

depression. Also, there was significant correlation between

self-esteem and depressive affects as measured by another

self-administered scale. Based on these and other

correlations, Robinson and Shaver recommend this instrument

where a short and general index of self-esteem is required.

.-<
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Like internal control, personal competence is a

measurement of personal efficacy and a feeling of mastery

over the self and the environment. There is ample evidence

that the degree of an individual's competence in a task

determines the facilitation of learning, or modeling." As

suggested by Miller and Dollard, it is likely that early in

life, discriminative learning takes place in which

situations, models, drives, and other stimuli are

differentiated in terms of their instrumental association

with imitative behavior.

Although, as with other dimensions, differentiation

of models may occur for a variety of attributes, most of

these connote some degree of environmental competence. Age,

brightness, status, and skill are among the attributes

suggested.

"p

Campbell's original personal competence scale was

constructed to determine a "sense of political

effectiveness." The authors also found that personal

competence correlated positively and significantly with

strong-mindedness and trust.'

Average inter-item correlation for the original

administration was .16. Personal efficacy was related to

education and political awareness. The authors interpreted

the complex pattern of relations to mean that education,

among other things, contributes to the feelings of personal

effectiveness. Consistent replications of this pattern in

later studies supports the construct validity of this scale.

6 95
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An important component of effective leadership is

how well a leader uses power in directing subordinates.

This is especially important when leaders lack

charismatic-type qualities needed to develop personal

loyalties, and of necessity must rely upon the application

of position power to direct subordinate performance.'*

The self-confidence questionnaire used in this study

was originally designed to determine whether confidence in

leadership ability was related to reliance upon passive or

nonpassive leadership techniques to cope with supervisory

problems. Seventy-seven respondents were asked to rate how

satisfied they were with their own performance in each of

several leadership skills. The sample consisted of Navy

Petty Officers selected to set up leadership training

courses at their next duty stations.

Split-half reliabilities ranged from .82-.91

Previous research found that the respondents were consistent

over several leadership problems in whether or not they

would talk to a subordinate about his poor performance,

would refer him to a superior, or would place him on report.

The reliabilities reported confirmed the findings of

individual consistency in choice of leadership actions. The

corrected split-half reliability of the Self-Confidence0O.

scale was .81."7

".pJ
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Self-confidence is self-perpetuating, that is,

self-confidence nurtures self-confidence. Hochbaum showed

that the more competent a person perceives himself to be,

the less will his perception of his competence be

influenced by disagreement with his reference group.1 9

Results of experiment using the self-confidence

questionnaire indicate that doubt about one's leadership

abilities leads to what has been described as a

"buckpassing" approach to leadership. If one were to model a

motivational pattern of a leader, it is suggested that the

subordinate is more inclined to model a leader who is

confident in their skills rather than one who is unable to

adequately perform the leadership role because of doubts

about their ability.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION. Each commander will

self-report self-confidence, self-esteem, and competence

using the Kipnis (7 items), Rosenberg (10 items), and

Campbell (8 items) instruments. Higher scores on each

indicate greater self-confidence, self-esteem, and

competence, respectively. The same scales were modified ano

each subordinate asked to assess the traits as perceived in

the leader. Higher scores indicate greater perceived leader

self-confidence, self-esteem, and competence.
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Internal Versus External

Control of Reinforcement (SLC)

People have clear-cut beliefs about the extent to

which they personally can control their own actions as well

as environmental events. Research has show that such a

belief is held reliably and relates to the way a person

behaves in a variety of situations. Known as locus of

,control, Rotter hypothesized that some people believe that

their behavior does have consequences: what they do makes a

difference. These individuals have internal locus of

control. Externals believe that their behavior has no

influence over either positive or negative occurrences.1'

Closely aligned with need for achievement, several

studies have shown that individuals with a high need for

achievement have been found to have more internalized

attributions, of believing their own actions lead to

outcomes, than subjects who were low in resultant need for

- achievement. The evidence from a number of studies

reveals that the achievement motive, internalized locus of

control, and attributing one's success to skill and effort

form a cluster of beliefs which lead to successful

per f ormance.

Reviewing briefly Rotter's social learning concept,
.)'

hc suggects that the potential for any behavior to occur in

.. qiven situation is a function of the person's expectancy

that the given behavior will secure the available

N°
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reinforcement, and the value of the available reinforcements

for that person. A reinforcement acts to strengthen this

expectancy that this particular behavior will be followed by

reinforcement in the future. "Once an expectancy for such a

behavior reinforcement sequence is built up the failure of

the reinforcement to occur will reduce or extinguish the

expectancy. "21

Rotter proposed that one would anticipate that the

more clearly and uniformly a situation is labelled as skill

or luck determined, the lesser the role such a generalized

expectancy would play in determining individual differences

in behavior. Therefore, learning, or modeling, under skill

conditions is different from modeling under chance

conditions.

This variable is of major significance in
understanding the nature of learning processes in
different kinds of learning situations and also that
consistent individual differences exist among
individuals in the degree to which they are likely to
attribute personal control to reward in the same
situation. 22

In the development of his theory, he was concerned

with the effects of perceived internal vs. external control

of reinforcements, that is, whether a person has control

over what happens to them. Numerous studies measuring this

construct were reviewed by Lefcourt, who concluded that this

variable is a valid construct and extends some of the

research in causal relationships and development of mastery

by Piaget and Adler.
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Rotter himself discusses the similarity of this

concept with alienation, competence, field dependence, and

ego-strength.

Rotter's unusually consistent findings:

1. People in American culture have developed
generalized expectancies in learning situations in
regard to whether or not reinforcement, reward, or
success in these situations is dependent upon their own
behavior, or is controlled by external forces,
particularly luck (or) chance, which are fairly
consistent from individual to individual. If subjects
perceive a situation as one in which luck or chance
determines the reinforcements, then they are less likely
to raise expectancies for future reinforcement as high
following success, as if they perceive the reinforcement

9to be dependent upon skill or their own efforts.

2. Not only do subjects in general differentiate

learning situations as internally or externally
determined but individuals differ in a generalized
expectancy in how they regard the same situation.

23

Thus, measurement of this variable is important for

assessing the value a subordinate might apply to modeling

the leader's motivational behavior and how direct

subordinate's might differentially perceive the relationship

with the leader. But even more telling is his final

conclusion.

Through his (and others) series of studies, there is

strong support that indicates an individual with a strong

belief that he or she can control their own destiny is (a)

more alert to those aspects of the environment which provide

useful information for future behavior; (b) take steps to

improve environmental conditions; (c) place greater value on

low
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skill or achievement reinforcements and be generally more

concerned with ability, particularly failures; and (d) be

resistive to subtle attempts to influence.

The measurement tool of choice for this study is

Rotter's Locus of Control Scale, a forced-choice-type

measure offering alternatives between internal- and

external-control interpretations of various events.

Following several revisions based on item-analyses, social

desirability controls and studies of discriminant validity,

a 29-item, forLed-choice questionnaire was produced. Six of

the items are "fillers". The other 23 offer choices between

internal and external belief statements. The total score is

computed by summing the number of external beliefs endorsed.

The test-retest reliability of the 29-item scale is

consistent and acceptable, varying between .49 and .83 for

varying samples and intervening time periods. The

performance of subjects on the I--E scale is consistent with

their performance on a variety of other self-report devices,

to include the California Psychological Inventory and the

Adjective Check List.
24

- According to Rotter's various experiments, internal

consistency estimates are relatively stable and are reported

*@ in extensive tables in his 1966 monograph.

For example, a Kuder-Richardson internal consistency

analysis resulted in r = .70 for both males and females.

Test-retest reliability coefficients were also computed with

similarly acceptable results. Correlations with tne
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Marlow-Crowne Social Desirability Scale range from -.07 to

-.35. Several factor analyses reported by Rotter support

the assumption of unidimensionality of the I-E scale and

numerous laboratory and survey studies give evidence for its

construct validity.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION. Each subordinate completes

the modified 20-item Rotter Locus of Control Scale. One of

each of the paired items is identified as indicating greater

external locus of control, with that one item scored as +1.

A higher score (0-20) indicates a greater need for external

reinforcement.

Product ivit~y (Prod)_

One last variable in the research is that of

productivity (Prod), or output. In this study, it is

operationally defined as the level of attainment of specific

goals. On an interval scale, each organization is

rank-ordered based on certain qualitative and quantitative

criteria. Higher productivity is defined as a higher

interval rating on the productivity scale.
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CHAPTER V

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

According to Miner's hypotheses, motivation to

manage is most suitably and scientifically validated in

large, bureaucratic organizations. Intuitively, his six

role prescriptions would seem relevant in all organizations,

however, there is currently no scientific evidence offering

proof.

Therefore, it was essential to select an

organization that meets his definition of a large

bureaucracy. For this research, the study was conducted in

the United States Air Force Recruiting Service (USAFRS), an

organization consisting of more than 3000 personnel. The

overall organization is geographically divided into 35

subordinate organizations, or squadrons (SQ).

Following is the rationale for the selection and

comparison of these specific organizations:

a. All 35 organizations have a standardized

organizational structure and authority lines. Status,

position (legitimate) power, and responsibility of each of

the commanders (generally lieutenant colonels) and

subordinate supervisors (captains and chief master

sergeants) is relatively equal based on military rank,
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-, definitive job descriptions, Air Force regulations, and

Recruiting policies. Each commander has nearly identical

formal rewards and punishments available.

b. Each squadron has a very specific measurement of

organizational effectiveness, or productivity (output). This

measurement is calculated through two very precise

formulations: goal allocation and competition. Each

squadron is assigned monthly and/or annual goals in 14

separate programs (e.g., enlistment programs for those with

no previous military service experience; pilots; navigators;

nurses; and physicians.)

Goals for each of these programs are calculated on a

variety of factors, generally categorized as market factors

(including population, schools, military installations, and

unemployment); manpower (i.e., how many individuals are

assigned to accomplish a goal); and propensity, a

determination of potential based on historical

accomplishments.

Derived from the total USAFRS goal, each squadron,

then, receives a "fair-share" proportion, which would

approximate equal levels of effort for each of the 35

A squadrons in each of the 14 programs. This distribution of

goals allows all squadrons to be competitive in the national

rankings, or competition system. Although admittedly not a

1
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foolproof system, it factors out many of the inequities,

leaving such constructs as leadership and motivation as a

major influencing variable in assessing performance, or

productivity.

In determining performance, a national competition

system is devised which assigns weighted values to each of

the fourteen programs as well as other qualitative and

quantitative factors. This weighting is designed to define

program priorities for the subordinate organizations so they

can best determine resources to be allocated to speci+ic

programs.

For example, a program such as pilots may receive

minimal value because the requirements are small yet the

supply, or the number of people looking for pilot positions,

is high. Thus, the program is less difficult than the

physician program, for which the relative supply/demand

ratio is smaller, therefore, the pilot program receives a

lesser weighted value.

Then, monthly, quarterly, and annually, each of the

35 squadrons is intervally ranked 1-35 based on their total

performance in all measured competition areas. For this

study, some modification has been applied to these rankings,

primarily for the purpose of masking specific organizations

to maintain anonimity.

Interval rankings in this study are based on 16

months of performance (October 1, 1985-January 30, 1987.)

In general, the squadron identified as "I" has met and
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.

exceeded its goals more than the 34 other squadrons during

this time period, "2" more than the lower 33 squadrons, etc.

Squadron "35" has the worst performance of the 35 squadrons.

c. The tools and methods for obtaining goals is

standardized throughout the 35 organizations. All personnel

receive identical initial and on-going training and periodic

inspections and evaluations ensure standardized use of these

tools and methods.

d. As expected in a military organization, there is

a prescribed set of social behaviors, norms and roles.

Status is conferred via rank and position.

e. Pay is not a motivator for enhanced performance,

as salary and bonuses are determined by public law. Salary

also does not determine status as all captains receive

basically comparable pay based on time in the service.

Promotion and upward mobility are also not necessarily

motivators as the immediate supervisor does not directly

determine rate of advancement. Although annual performance

reports are rendered on each individual, promotions are

determined by a central selection board, and each individual

is "compared" with peers Air Force-wide. An individual can

only be promoted during certain time phases. For example,

once promoted to captain after four years of commissioned

time, more than 95 per cent of the captains cannot be
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promoted until their eleventh year of commissioned service.

The majority of the subordinate officers in this survey are

not yet eligible for promotion.

f. Job security is not a threat, unless an

individual is relieved of duty for cause, which would

include a severe breach of integrity or willful violation of

regulation or policy. This is a very rare occurrence.

g. The relationship between the leader and the

subordinate supervisor is a formal and recognized dyadic

relationship. While it is "formally" standardized by rank,

military courtesy, etc., it is obviously varied by

personality, motivation, competence, etc., the main

determinants of this study.

Given these sets of conditions, many of the

situational "motivators" normally at work within an

organization are factored out, placing the leadership itself

and the relationship between the leader and the subordinate

on a more significant plane. This allows the research to

'concentrate more directly on the correlation of the level of

Ie motivation generated between leader and subordinate

supervisors.
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The specific sample for this research consists of 35

squadron commanders and their seven subordinate supervisors

[six captain staff officers (operations, advertising,

resource management, officer training school, nurse, and

health professions) and one chief master sergeant

superintendent]. The procedures for data collection are as

follows:

Two separate questionnaires were constructed, one

for commanders and one for subordinates. The commander's

scale consisted of a self-report of confidence, esteem and

competence as well as motivation to manage. The subordinate

scale measures organizational characteristics, leadership

style, locus of control, subordinate perception of the

leader's confidence, esteem and competence, and motivation

to manage.

Before administration of the surveys, several

preparatory steps were taken to enhance the credibility and

return rate of the surveys. First, permission and

endorsement were received from the USAFRS commander

(brigadier general) and a cover letter from the USAFRS

vice-commander was included with the survey instructions

encouraging honest evaluations and reaffirming anonimity.

Second, the survey was authorized as a United States Air

Force survey by the USAF Military Personnel Center. By

assigning a survey control number, respondents were aware

that this was indeed a legitimate survey.
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Just prior to the distribution of the instruments, a

letter was sent from a senior officer to each of the 35

squadron commanders, advising them that the survey was

forthcoming and asking for their local endorsement of

anonimity and honesty.

Rather than distributing the surveys directly to

each of the 35 commanders and 245 subordinate supervisors,

each squadron operations officer was designated as a survey

officer. A personal letter from a senior officer was

addressed directly to the operations officer, describing in

detail the procedures. The operations officer received

sufficient copies of the questionnaire, answer sheets, and

envelopes for all personnel. Each respondent was asked to

place the completed survey in the provided envelope, seal

it, and return it to the operations officer, who collected

all the surveys and returned them to the

researcher.

Of the 245 subordinate surveys, 214 were returned,

for a total return rate of 87.35 percent. Eight of those

returned were unuseable. Of the 31 remaining surveys, the

majority were unreturned because the respondent was no

longer assigned or on extended absence for school, etc.

All 35 commander surveys were returned. However,

one was not completed. MML, LSAmn. LSA= and LSAn= for this
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particular organization (29) was calculated by substituting

the mean value for those scores of squadrons ranked in the

. same quartile based on Prod.

Once the raw data was entered into the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer program, two

primary statistical analyses were performed.
1'

•

The first was a bivariate correlation to summarize

the relationship between each of the variables. Using the

Pearson Product Moment Correlation, r, a correlation

coefficient was used to indicate the degree to which

variation in one variable was related to variation in

another. Not only did this correlation summarize the

strength of the association between the pairs of variables,

but also provided an easy means for comparing the strength

of the relationship between one pair of variables and

4,' different pairs.

For a simplistic definition, if the value of r is

close to zero, it can be assumed that there is little or no

'V linear relationship between the two variables. If the

*0 values of r approached +1.0 or -1.0, there is likely a

strong linear relationship. A more positive r indicates a

direct relationship, where a more negative r indicates an

inverse relationship, that is, as one variable becomes

larger, the other becomes smaller.

Where the strength of the relationship was more

important than the direction of the relationship, rZ was

used, measuring the proportion of variance in one variable

%'4.
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"explained" by the other. This variance is the measure c-4

the variability, or lack a+ homogeneity, in a variable.

*When the cases cluster close to the mean, variance will be

small; as the cases become more spread out, variance

increases. The objective of this correlation analysis was

to determine the extent to which variation in one variable

was linked to variation in another.

On the other hand, the second set of procedures was

designed to analyze the relationship between the dependent

variable, Prod, and all other independent variables.

As a descriptive tool, the most important use of

this technique is to find the best linear prediction

equation and evaluate its prediction accuracy, to control

for other confounding factors in order to evaluate the

contribution of a specific variable or set of variables, and

to find structural relations and provide explanations for a

Leemingly complex multivariate relationship.

It is through this multiple regression analysis that

the null hypothesis will be tested, that is, for example,

there is no linear relationship between Prod and all the

independent variables.

Since the hypotheses indicate that the strength of

the independent variables increases productivity, the

program was so designed to evaluate the hypotheses based on

quartile observations.

Ie
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Since each squadron consisted of only one commander,

the degrees of freedom within each squadron was only 1,

eliminating any statistical tests for evaluation. By using

quartile data ranked by the particular independent variable

being analyzed, there existed either seven or eight degrees

'-" of freedom, allowing for the computation of r and other

statistics. This manipulation will be further discussed

later.

One final note before reporting the results. In the

majority of cases, standardized, or Z scores, are used. By

using Z scores, the various scales, which all have different

value ranges (for example, the Miner Sentence Completion

Scale ranges from -35 to +35, while the Organizational

Characteristics scale ranges from one to four) are

. equalized, making the mean of each scale zero and the

standard deviation one.

When Z scores are used, the variable will be

V ,preceded by a Z, e.g., ZMML. The use of standardized scores

allows for easy comparison of dissimilar scales.

One final comment is appropriate before reporting

the results. The population from which the sample is chosen

is obviously limited in size. Throughout the literature on

, statistical analysis, it is accepted that larger sample

L-~;-' i n multivariate procedures provide better results and

. substantial decrease in the probability of error.
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However, since economies of data collection and the

availability of appropriate samples for measurement dictate

certain limitations, intuitive judgments must be utilized

based on the knowledge of the data. By collecting a large

quantity of in-depth information, as is being done in this

study, some ad hoc interpretations of the measures of

central tendency, for example, can still provide revealing

information.
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CHAPTER VI

FINDINGS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The first section of this chapter reports basic

information generated by the surveys. Although there is no

intent in this research to analyze data by unit or by

individual variable, some general observations will be made

to provide a broad perspective of the population surveyed.

These observations will also serve to indicate implications

for future research.

The second section will analyze the findings

relevant to the hypotheses formulated in chapter one and

provide a general discussion of the results.

General Findinas

Demographics

As indicated in graph 1, of the 206 subordinate

*Q respondents (only 204 indicated sex), 20.6 percent where

females and 79.4 percent were males, which very closely

parallels the U.S. Air Force demographics.

Nearly 41 percent of the subordinates were between

the ages of .6 and 40. Only one respondent was under 25,

with each of the remaining ranges approximating 20 percent

each. Only 17 percent have been on active duty for less
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than 5 years while more than 31 percent had been on active

duty between 6-10 years.

Appendix A depicts a by-unit frequency analysis of

subordinate supervisor demographics.

Of the 35 commanders, 34 were male. They averaged

17.9 years of total active duty time, ranging from 12.5 to

32 years. The overall average for time as the commander of

the current squadron was 1.23 years, although some had

previous recruiting squadron commander experience. The

range for time as commander was from 4 months to 33 months.

Graph 2 gives a representation of time in service

and time as commander by squadron.

It is important to note that each commander is

handpicked for the position. All performance records are

reviewed and the Recruiting Service (USAFRS) commander

personally interviews and determines whether the individual

will be selected and, based on personality and other

characteristics, is assigned to a squadron that might best

suit the talents, background, etc, of the individual.

Promotion rates among USAFRS squadron commanders are

significantly higher than USAF averages, indicating that the

quality of the individual assigned exceeds the general

quality of Air Force officers of equal rank.

Approximately 50 percent of the commanders turn over

annually, as the tenure routinely averages two years.
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Graph 1. Subordinate Demographics.
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Graph 2. Commanders' Tenure.
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Productivity

Graph 3 shows the relative rankings of the 35

N squadrons. This information is based on the 16 months of

performance immediately preceding the administration of the

survey. Although fourteen of the commanders were not in

place during the entire sixteen months, only three (13, 23,

and 27), were in place less than half the time. The

assumption is made that there is sufficient time in position

for the commander to have affect on the measured variables.

Using raw scores, productivity (Prod) ranges from a

high of 137.1 to a low of 64.3. The overall raw mean

equalled 96.16. Z scores range from 2.35 above the mean to

1.94 below the mean. (It should be noted that the raw

values do not equate to percentages. They are a calculation

based on a combination of the 14 recruiting programs using

the goal allocation and competition systems detailed in the

'-. previous chapter. These rankings from 1 to 35 do not

necessarily correspond directly to standings in the overall

r 'ecruiting Service competition system.)

Graph 3 is the general orientation for the majority

of, the graphs in this section. "1" is the squadron with

40 1rod equal to 2.35, or the highest productivity, while

equals -- 1.94. As each variable is plotted, the same

identifiers will be used consistently on the X axis, helping

to frame a qeneral reference for that variable's affect on

i.-oduct I Vi ty.
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Graph 3. Standard Z) Scores of Productivity (PROD)

from highest to lowest.
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Organizational Characteristics

-Organizational characteristics (OC) was previously

identified as a scale ranging from 1 (highly autocratic) to

4 (highly democratic) based on Likert's System 4. Using the

Profile of Organization Characteristics, each subordinate

rated their particular squadron and the squadron's profile

was calculated as the mean of the scores of the

--Libordinates.

Appendix B lists the specific OC scores for each

squadron and also the means based on Prod quartiles. Graph

4 shows the raw scores and the quartile means (1-9; 10-18;

19-27; and 28-35). The overall mean is 3.02, indicating a

very highly democratic environment.

'It is evident from the graph that although there are

major fluctuations in the ranges (especially in the first

quartile), there is a definite trend towards a less

democratic environment as productivity declines. The

Quartile means drop consistently from 3.14 to 2.92.

As an observation, the highest rated OC squadron (3)

is CUrrently commanded by the second most senior officer who

is also among the top three most experienced commanders.

,is partlcLlar squadron has a recent history of continued

Conversely, the two most autocratic squadrons ('22

,nd 7K) are commanded by the more junior commanders both in

terms o+ time in service and time as commander. The

.4*

.4
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* commander in 33 inherited a failing squadron with a new

staff, to include a new superintendent, the senior

non-commissioned officer in charge of production.

Although it is beyond the scope of this research to

correlate commander demographics such as tenure with

productivity, further studies might consider such analyses.

Leadership Style

Leadership style was also measured as a perception

by the subordinates of the commander. Two values are

plotted. The first, initiating structure (Stim), determines

the amount of task orientation of the commander. The second,

consideration (StcoNo), measures the level of relationship

orientation of the commander. Twenty questions (ten for

each variable, valued from zero to five) give a range up to

50 for each. The overall mean for Stxa was 39.08 and for

St 3 1oN was 35.b6. Graph 5 indicates the raw scores and the

quartile means. Appendix B lists the exact scores.

With only four exceptions (20, 24, 26, and 29),

every commander displayed greater StXM than StUUMM

behaviors. Graph 6 shows the difference (St1 n minus Stroi)

in the values. For example, squadron 22 had the highest

St 1 @ scure and the lowest StMN score, for a difference of

Ib.62. (Squadron 22 also ranked as the most autocratic

squadron.) The mean difference is four.
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Graph 4. Likert's Profile of Organizational
Characteristics (Autocratic [1] to Democratic [4])
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Graph 5. Leadership Style (St), Task
Orientation and Interpersonal Relations Orientation,
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Graph 6. Degree to which the leader emphasizes consider-

ation behaviors more than initiating structure behaviors.
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Leaders' Personal Qualities (Self-Reports)

Each commander was asked 25 questions to determine

an assessment of their own self-esteem, competence, and

self-confidence. Graph 7 snows the Z scores of each of the

three variables.

Generally, the highest scores were in the

self-esteem appraisal. Seventeen of the 35 commanders rated

themselves at the maximum end of the scale, or 40. The

lowest recorded score was 33 (by squadron 33), -1.76 below

the mean. The overall mean was 38.15.

Quartile means declined with production (raw means

- of 39.11, 38, 37.89, and 37.43). Six of the nine top ranked

squadrons had squadron commanders rating themselves at 40.

Four of the bottom squadrons were rated 40, but also had

three with very low scores.

The most variance was detected in the

, self-confidence measure. With a maximum possible score of

_'_, only four commanders rated themselves at 35. (These

same four, 2, 5, 10, and 23 also rated themselves as 40 on

the self-esteem scale.) The mean was 30.68. Again, there

is a slight drop in quartile means as productivity

decreases.

The iir, ai measure, competence, had the overall

lowest scores. W' th a possible maximum score of 32 and a

mean of 27, only one commander (34) indicated the maximum.

(This same commander also had the highest scores on the
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e-~other two variables.) One commander (35) rated himself

nearly two and one half standard deviations below the mean.

This commander had a low esteem score and the lowest

self-confidence score.

Leaders' Personal Qualities (Subordinate Perceived)

.J.

As suggested in Chapter 1, in a leadership

transaction, it is essential to ascertain not only the

qualities of leadership within the leader, but how those

qualities are perceived by the followers--because leadership

is a two-way activity.

Each of the subordinates was asked to rate their

commanders using the same scales (slightly modified) the

commander used to rate themselves. The unit score was the

mean value of all the subordinate responses. As might be

expected, the overall subordinate appraisals were lower than

the leader self-reports.

While the leader's self-report of self-esteem

averaged 38.15, the subordinate assessment was 35.93. For

competence, the leaders' mean score was 27 and the

subordinates' appraisal was 25.85. And for self-confidence

A the scores were 30.68 and 27.37 respectively. Graph 8 shows

the Z scores for each variable. Graphs 9, 10, and 11 make

side by side comparisons of the Z scores for each of the

variables.
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There are some significant discrepancies that could

be explored in further research. For example, the squadron

1 commander consistently rated himself below the mean, while

the subordinates consistently rated him above the mean. The

same is even more apparent in squadron 35. Subordinates in

this squadron rated the commander significantly above the

mean in all cases while the commander rated himself

significantly below the mean. (For squadron 35, ZLSANK =

-1.89; ZLSAc = -2.42; and ZLSAs= = -2.25.)

Appendix C lists the raw scores and quartile means

for all six LPQ variables.

Graph 12 portrays the quartile means for each of the

six rated variables. (There is no numerical relationship on

this chart between variables. There is a statistical

relationship between quartiles only. The intent of this

graph is to show the direction of the LPQ variables with

reference to Prod.) In an assessment of a leaders' personal

qualities on the performance of an organization, one can see

general downward trends from the first quartile to the last

quartile.
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* Graph 7. Leaders' Personal Qualities in Standard Scores.
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Graph 8. Subordinate's Appraisal of the Leader's
Personal QuaLities in Standard Scores.
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Graph 12. Relative trends of Id, r's I'e rsonal Qualities

using productivity quartiles.
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Locus of Control

Locus of control refers to the ability of the

individual to self-motivate and self-reward. Specifically

it determines whether an individual requires external

reinforcement or can intrinsically reinforce and motivate

themselves based on the assessment of their own performance.

The scale used consisted of 20 questions. A higher

score (maximum score is 20) indicates a greater need for

e.ternal reinforcement. The means of the squadrons ranged

rom 10.6 (16) to a low of 4.0 (1). The overall mean of the

squadrons was 7.2.

Graph 13 indicates the means of each of the

squadrons. There appears to be greater variance in quadrants

one and two and less in three and four. Because of this

variance, the means increase as productivity decreases.

-Ouartiles 1-4 means equal 6.36, 7.52, 7.7. and 7.17

respectively.) This might indicate that as less recognition

*, is achieved because of lower productivity, there exist a

qreater need for external reinforcement. There is less

I atisfaction in individual performance when organizational

oertormance is failing.

(Note: Squadron 5 appears as an anomaly in quadrant

i. There were only three respondents, which might suggest a

higher deviation from the mean.)
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Graph 13. Subordinate' s level of external/internal
locus of reinforcement.
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Motivation to Manage

The final variables are MML and MMn, from which is

determined the predisposition toward Miner's six role

prescriptions. But more specifically, it evaluates the

positive or negative regard with which the individual

accomplishes his or her job as a leader or as a manager.

Scores can range from -35 to +35. The overall mean

for commanders was 12.03 and for subordinates was 9.3.

Graph 14 compares MML and MMa and indicates the quartile

means. Appendix D list exact scores.

Even considering the fact that n = 1 for MML and n =

5 thru 7 for MMw, it can be seen that there is a much

greater variance in MM&-, ranging from 24 to 0, while MM.

ranges only from 14.17 to 4.33. There is no discernable

trend in MML against Prod while there is a consistent

decline from 10.16 to 8.56 in MMn.

Note that squadron 3, high on both OC and StCoNm,

ranks high on MML., indicating that there may be a

relationship between an individual's attitude toward their

job as leader/manager and the environment they create. Also

note that squadron 35, a consistently low rated squadron for

LSA, is low in MML..

The correlationships between these two variables

serves as the basis for the following discussion on the

hypotheses put forward in chapter one.
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Graph 14. Leader and subordinate Mot ivat ion to Manage
and qUartile means.
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Analy.sis and ..i.i.s.c-s.sion

This section reports the general statistical

analysis of the collected data. The first part rank orders

each of the variables in quartiles based on the means of the

ranking variable, from highest to lowest. Then, the

quartile means of each of the other variables is calculated

to assess trends which may be dependent upon the original

variable quartile ranking.

'- For example, the top nine ranked squadrons based on

organizational characteristics (OC), table 1, comprise

quartile 1. Means of each of the other variables is

calculated based on those same nine squadrons, providing a

trend analysis of each variable within the ouartiles grouped

by the "ranking" variables, in this example, OC.

When significant, values of r, the correlation

between two variables, are provided.

Subsection two briefly discusses a multiple

5..-, regression analysis in an attempt to define an equation that

can best predict the dependent variable, Prod.

Measures of Central Tendency
and Correlation Analyses

% Organizational Characteristics .....(OC.).

The most influential variable in this model is the

deqree to which the organization is more democratic.
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Recalling Likert's thesis, he said that if an organization

moved away from the autocratic to the democratic,

productivity and employee satisfaction would increase.

A more democratic organization is characterized by

greater confidence, trust and supportive behavior.

Democratic environments facilitate cooperative goal

achievement and enhance personal growth and development. It

is the most subordinate-oriented organization. Even as far

back as the Hawthorne studies, it was noted that those

organizations providing high levels of esteem and

self-actualization on the job were seen as most productive

because employees felt a sense of worth.

This research replicates the findings of the many

studies which suggest higher productivity in more democratic

organizations. As was seen in graph 4, there is a very

notable decline from a more to a less democratic

organization as productivity decreases.

In table 1, OC measures the spectrum of democratic

(4) to exploitive autocratic (1), based on Likert's System 4

theory. The range in this sample is from 3.36 to 2.67 in

quartiles, with an overall mean of 3.02.

As anticipated, the amount of consideration behavior

(StcoN) drops dramatically as organizations become less

democratic. The amount of initiating structure behavior

only drops slightly. The difference in the means between
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the two leadership styles is greater in more autocratic

organizations, quartile 4, indicating there is more balance

in leadership styles in more democratic organizations.

TABLE 1

Organizational Characteristics (OC)

Ranked in Quartiles by OC

VARIABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4
LSOc 3 .8 32.25 27.88 3.89 31.5b

LA38.15 39.18 37.12 37.44 39.08

LSAc 27.88 27.75 25.62 26,3.3 28.22

MML 12.83 18.38 11.12 14.88 12.32

MMs 9.38 9.26 9.57 9.58 8.84

Sti. 39.88 48. 15 40.68 37.79 38.11

StcoNs 35.66 38.88 36.82 34.69 3 .2

SAU c 27.37 29.11 28.6 2 6.38 25.62

'C.8 27.14 26.88 2j.89 i 52

1V.9
35.2 7.22 36.36 35 5.8

L. .92 7.84 7.42 1.34

.> 3.82 3.36 3.1 2.94 2.67

There is also an increase in the apparent required

amount of subordinate external reinforcement as the

organization becomes less democratic. This trend is

probably a result of fewer available rewards in less

democratic organizations. The absence of recognition and

reinforcement serve to highlight the need in those

individuals requiring such reinforcement.

lhe subordinate's appraisal of the leader's

self-confidence, self-esteem and competence decrease as the
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organlzatlon becumes less democratic Ttere is no similar

trend amorg the Ieadr-e s Ownl perceptions. In fact in

organizations ran ea the most autocratic, leaders' perceive

higher competence than in more democratic organizations.

They also have equal levels of self-esteem.

Leaders it, more democratic organizations tend to

have less positive regard (MM,) toward their leadership

roles while those in more autocratic organizations have a

stronger and more positive attitude. Considering Likert's

definition of System 4, such results are not contrary. In a

more democratic environment, the traditional leadership

roles are more shared and more consultative. The leader's

involvement is more facilitative, supportive and less

directive.

The leader of a more democratic organization

advances a "team" philosophy rather than a hierarchical or

bureaucratic scheme. This suggests that a leader is less

inclined to self-report in definite terms of specific

leadership roles when self-perceived as less directive and

amore supportive.

It is validated that the nature of the organization,

rariging from autocratic to democratic, has a major effect

on productivity as the organization becomes more democratic.

In fact, as will be seen in the section on regression

analysis, OC is the primary variable influencinq

productivity. And there is, in fact, a closer relationship

between MML and MMa in quartile 1 than quartile 4.
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confirming greater likelihood of modeling in more democratic

organizations. The subordinate's perception of the leader's

personal qualities parallels a decrease in OC.

LeaderhpSye(t

Corresponding to a move from more democratic to more

autocratic organizations, similar trends resulting from more

task-oriented leadership styles would be expected. As
.,

Stogdill predicted, the difference in consideration and

initiating structure behaviors on the part of the leader do

produce different effects on the behavior of subordinates.

It is generally accepted today that no one

leadership style works best in every situation. As Life

Cycle theory proposes, there is a need for flexible,

adaptable leadership behavior depending upon the

subordinates and the situation.

This study shows that it is important for a leader

to find an appropriate balance between task and relationship

orientations. Stogdill's studies also indicated that the

most effective leader concentrates primarily upon improving

organizational function rather than emphasizing technical

details.
.0,

The ratio of these two types of leadership behavior

affects productivity. One would surmise that the ratio is

determined by the context in which the leader must act,

i.e., the situational, or contingency approach to
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leadership. A commander must assess the situation he or she

has either inherited or created and adapt their leadership

style to the environment.

In table 2, the difference between the means of St 1 s

and Stcou drop from 6.64 in quartile 1 to .99 in quartile

4. This indicates that the slope of the decline in

initiating structure is far greater than that of StcoNm.

Also, while Stx& declines, SLC increases. Again,

this suggests that greater external reinforcement is desired

when the leader spends less time assigning tasks (for which

recognition is more likely) and allows more freedom in

individual work requirements.
-4

TABLE 2

Leader's Initiating Structure Behavior (Stza)

Ranked in Quartiles by Stxa

""'ABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

L:aM c 3.68 38.44 31.63 38.22 38.55

JSE 38.15 37.78 38.13 38.56 38.13

LEAI 27.88 26.67 28.51 26.44 26.50

MML 12.83 9.08 14.25 11.44 13.88

Mfi 9.38 9.86 9.63 9.73 8.68

St - - - - - - - .>i ,39.88 42.83 48.89 38.34 35.1

tcNS 35.66 36.19 36.23 35.98 34.20

SALec 27.37 29.8 28.91 26.64 25.15

25.85 27.29 26.19 25.88 24.12

35.92 37.33 36.28 3. Be 34.21

7.28 b.55 6.45 7.82 7.86

UL 3.82 3.09 3.12 2.94 2.9'
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There is also a decline in MMu and an increase in

MML as Stxe decreases. Contrary to what was seen in OC, as

the amount of initiating structure behavior decreases

(presumably more democratic), a leader appears more likely

to accept a positive regard toward expected leadership

roles. On the other hand, subordinates are less likely to

accept those roles when the commander is less task oriented.

A Subordinates perceive a decline in all of the

leader's personal qualities (LPQ) as less St21  is

experienced. Again, no similar trend is recorded by

commanders. Commanders with more balanced Stxi and Stcoma

view themselves relatively equal to or greater in LPQ than

those displaying greater Stza than StcoNn.

In table 3, StcoNa, drops more than St 1 f. As the

difference between the two means increases and Stim becomes

more predominant, OC decreases toward a more autocracy.

Subordinate's also perceive a decline in the

commander's personal qualities as consideration behaviors

decline and St 1 o becomes more predominant. However, the

leader's actually rate themselves at a higher competence and

self-confidence level as they act less supportive.

There is a slight increase in the need for extrinsic

subordinate motivation as consideration decreases. However,

it is much less than the increase in SLC as Stim decreased

in table 2. Such a trend may confirm that Stle is more

relevant in a subordinate's determination of need for

external reinforcement.
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TABLE 3

Leader's Consideration Behavior (StoNg)

Ranked in Qua-tiles by StcoNm

VAPIABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSAsc 31.68 38.89 38.86 29.23 31.78

SASE 38.15 38.56 38.14 37.78 38.11

LSA, 27.8 26.44 28.14 25.67 28.88

M" 12.83 9.78 15.14 18.88 13.89

MM. 9.38 9.64 8.65 81.46 8.25

St16 19.88 41.89 38.11 38.55 38.38

StCO .. >->-- , >)>35.66 39.15 36.93 34.64 31.77
SAL=c 27.37 29.41 27.87 26.61 25.59

SA-e 25.85 27.36 25.72 25.88 25.35

SALSE 35.92 37.68 35.57 35.52 34.88

SLC 7.2A 7.17 7.28 6.85 7.61

.82 3.31 3.12 2.95 2.69

Fiedler contends that situational control is

greatest where there is a trusted, respected leader

interacting with a group that has like attitudes and

background. Certain standard procedures (Stra) would be in

practice and the leader would have a high level of position

power. Group effectiveness is contingent upon the

* .relationship between the leadership style and the degree to

which the group situation enables leader influence.

In this study, initiating structure behaviors almost

always exceeded consideration behaviors. This is probably

not unexpected in a military organization. The difference

in Stro and StcoNm means was greater in more productive

squadrons (4.4 in quartile 1 and 3.2 in quartile 4.)
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Power is wielded through leadership style. It has

already been established that position, or formal power is

relatively equal across all 35 organizations. Therefore,

personal power, the result of leader characteristics and

traits, is the implied power variable. Although personal

power was not measured, in can be partially inferred from

the results.

Higher total St scores in the most productive

squadrons indicate more leadership involvement.

Corresponding higher LPQ scores are the results of stronger

and more dominant leadership qualities. This suggests that

commanders of more productive squadrons do, indeed, possess

certain qualities that are attractive to the subordinates.

p Because of those qualities, leaders are able to exert more

influence in their leadership roles.

For example, as discussed in previous chapters,

charismatic-type leaders generally have greater personal

power. Such leaders are more likely to have high

self-confidence (LSAm=), a strong conviction in their own

beliefs and ideals, and a strong need to influence people
0

(MML). This was validated.

Leadership style, then, is a significant factor in

determining productivity. It is also strongly and
eOg

positively correlated with OC. The r value for St1 a with OC

is . and with Stcor...s is .74.
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Leader's Personal Qualities (LPQ)

One of the core concepts of the hypotheses is that

high LPQ as both self-reported and subordinate-perceived

increases productivity and motivation modeling.

As the means for each LSA variable decrease, so do

the means of the other two. This correlation is obvious

knowing that LSA variables are interactive. In fact, r

values for the total sample are as follows: LSAmm with

LSA=, r= .65; LSAmE with LSAwc, r = .61; and LSA_ with

LSAec, r = .66.

The perception of the subordinates has a

consistently similar although slower decline. These, too,

correlate very closely, as follows: SALwc with SALaw, r =

.61; SAL3c with SALc, r = .55; and SALa with SALow, r =

.65.

Leader's Self-Confidence (LSAac)

,by examining the means of MML listed in table 4, a's

the means of LSAc decrease across quartiles, the sum of the

first two MM, quartiles is higher than quartiles 3 and 4.

Higher self-confidence generates higher MMu. (A similar

statement can be made about MMa, only to a lesser degree.)

Sich a low mean score in fourth quartile commanders implies

that low self-confidence is precipitated by an uncomfortable

inu I inat ion toward prescribed management roles.
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TABLE 4

Leader's Self--Reported Perception of
Self-Confidence (LSAno) Ranked in Quartiles by LSAmc

VARIABLE Oierall Quartiie I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSAc .---------- 3 .68 34.22 32.aa 29.58 27.33

LOA,, 38.15 39.56 39.63 37.51 36.11

L3Ac 27.8 28.67 28.88 26.08 24.5b

MML 12.13 11.78 13.12 13.12 9.56

MM. 9.38 9.18 9.57 9.69 9.37
39.68 48.37 38.39 38.33 39.69

Stcoe. 35.66 35.84 35.54 35.82 36.36
ALc27.37 28.4 26.78 26.50 27.89

SALc 25.85 26.71 26.31 24.78 25.56

AL9 E 35.92 36.52 35.98 35.2 36.17

SLE 7.28 6.66 7.64 7.15 7.62

0C3.2 3.5 2.94 3.62 3.65

No significant conclusions can be drawn from the

other variables except to note that subordinate supervisors

working for a commander with higher self-confidence are more

intrinsically motivated. SLC and LSAuc highly correlate,

with r = .43.

A commander's self-confidence and a high perception

* of that among first quartile subordinate's likely enhances

the commander's self-confidence because subordinates spend

less effort seeking reward and recognition. This

orientation serves to reinforce the commander's attitude

that the leadership qualities display are appropriate.
,.
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Leader's Self-Esteem (LSAaw)

In table 5, MML_ is spurious, especially considering

. that LSAOE for the top two quartiles is 40 (maximum) in

each. MML varies between the two by 3.19, which is a .58

standard deviation range. This suggests that there is no

correlation between MML and LSA.e. (Such is the case, as r

- .12.)

Quartile 2 records the most autocratic environment,

which, as discussed previously, leads to higher MML. This

may explain the high MML rating. The leadership environment

influences a commander's positive motivation toward

, prescribed roles more than self-esteem.

There is support for the thesis that says MML

correlates greater with MMw in leaders with greater

self-esteem. The values of r across the four quartiles are

.42, -. 43 , -. 64, and .02, indicating a more positive

correlation with higher esteem.

Commanders in the fourth quartile rate their

self-esteem lower than what is actually perceived by the

subordinates. (This is the only quadrant which experiences

that phenomenon.) Also, as self-esteem decreases, there is

less task orientation and greater consideration behavior,

i.e., a more balanced leadership style.
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TABLE 5

Leader's Self-Reported Perception
of Self-Esteem (LSAmn) Ranked in Quartiles by LSAa

VARIABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSA,, 38.68 32.44 32.81 28.75 28.67

LSAE ---------- , .15 48.8 4.88 38.88 34.78

LSAc 27.88 28.11 38.88 25.37 24.67

MML 12.83 11.56 14.75 18.63 11.33

M", 9.38 9.78 8.45 9.54 9.49

St18  39.88 48.28 38.71 39.18 38.75

Stcom 35.66 35.57 34.38 36.46 36.17

SALec 27.37 28.34 26.12 27.78 27.35

SALc 25.85 26.53 26.18 25.88 25.22

SALSE 35.92 36.28 35.92 36.18 35.63

SLC 7.28 6.91 6.78 7.65 7.37

OC 3.82 3.87 2.81 3.13 3.04

Leader's Competence (LSAc)

The final self-reported perception of the commander

is competence (table 6), which drops significantly across

quartiles. Subordinates generally perceive that decline in

competence. However, there is much less recognition of that

0in the last quartile, where the subordinates perceive the

commander as having more competence than the commander

recognizes. (In fact, in all three LSA variables,

- subordinates in quartile 4 perceive greater strength in that

viable than the commanders personally perceive.) MML also

males a dramatic drop from the top to the bottom quartile of

6.45 points, 1.17 standard deviations.
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TABLE 6

Leader's Self-Reported Perception
of Competence (LSAo) Ranked in Quartiles by LSA=

VARIABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSA8, 38.68 32.b7 32.58 29.38 28.22

LSABE 38.15 39.89 39.38 37.58 35.99

CSA ...... 27. 38.44 28.25 26.12 23.22

HHL 12.83 14.78 11.25 13.88 8.33

MM 9.38 8.98 9.68 9.65 8.98

St1s 39.88 48.28 48.89 37.88 38.73

StCONS 35.66 34.49 36.68 35.84 35.72

SAL8c 27.37 27.17 28.83 27.87 26.68

SALc 25.85 27.24 26.87 25.11 25.29

SALsE 35.92 36.69 36.19 35.38 35.71

SLI 7.28 6.79 7.88 7.68 7.33

OL 3.82 2.91 3.13 2.99 3.82

The overall correlation between MML. and LSAo is .47

with quartile correlations of .73, -. 57, .13, and .86. This

indicates there is a strong relationship between the two

variables, especially at the extremes.

There is a slightly less democratic environment in

higher LSAc organizations. More initiating structure

behavior than consideration in quartiles one and two

suggests that when a leader feels more competent, he or she

is more willing to orient toward tasks. Subordinates also

appear to feel more comfortable in squadrons with more

comr- " - commanders because there is less need for

extrinsic reinforcement.
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Subordinate's Perception of

Leader's Self-Confidence (SALOO)

Subordinates perceive less self-confidence in their

commanders than the commanders self-report. (All SAL

ratings are less than LSA ratings. First of all, it would

be expected that an individual's self-assessment would be

higher than an assessment by others. Also, SAL is a mean

score of at least three, and usually six or seven

subordinates. This tends to reduce the overall mean score.)

As SALw declines, LSAw remains fairly constant.

* 'There is an inverse relationship between the two variables,

4 with r = -. 22. In fact, in all SAL variables, as SAL

decreases, LSA decreases much less, if at all. Commanders

who are perceived by subordinates with the least

self-confidence actually envision themselves with as much

self-confidence as quartile 1 commanders.

In organizations where subordinates perceive high

leader self-confidence, there is much greater internal

subordinate reinforcement. Subordinates who perceive the

* leader as self-confident also characterize the organization

as significantly more democratic with greater leadership

involvement as evidenced by higher St scores. They also

0* note a much greater emphasis on initiating structure when

perceivinq the leader as more self-confident.

MML is greater with less LSAnc.
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TABLE 7

Subordinate's Perception of the Leader's

Self-Confidence (SALec) Ranked in Quartiles by SALac

A RO'.1YLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

3L3Asc N. b1.22 39.59 29.87 31.08
38.15 38.22 37.88 37.37 39.99

LSAc 27.99 28.96 26.59 26.25 27.11

MML 12.83 11.89 11.99 12.87 13.22

9.30 9.70 19.2: 8.89 8.56

St18  39.98 41.63 39.71 39.98 36.21

35.66 38.13 36.05 34.63 33.87

SALSC - - - - - - -- - ,27.7 39.3 27.91 26.53 24.93
SALe 25.85 27.66 25.71 24.77

SALE 35.92 37.78 35.84 35.49 34.62

SLC 7.28 6.28 7.59 7.53 7.49

OC 3.92 3.39 2.94 2.98 2.84

Subordinate's Perception of

the Leader's Competence (SALc)

The most significant finding in table 8 is a rather

sharp decline in St across SALc quartiles. This most likely

represents that when a subordinate is less confident in a

0 leader's competence, the subordinate perceives less

leadership influence from the commander.

There is also a greater decline in Stxw as SArc-

declines when compared with Stco,.N,. A strong relationship

exists between the subordinate s assessment of the leader's

competence and leadership style. For Stia, r = .58 and for

StcON,4*3 r .40.
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Subordinates require more external reinforcement

*whan they perceive less leader competence. But note there

is a significantly higher degree of democracy in quartile

one, but little change across quartiles two, three and four.

There is a correlation between SALE and OC of .35.

TABLE 6

Subordinate's Perception of the Leader's
Competence (SALo) Ranked in Quartiles by SALc

VARIABLE Overall Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSA,.68 31.11 30.50 31.44 29.58

LS"E 38.15 39.8B 37.88 38.2 37.38

27.88 27.89 26.88 27.44 25.62

12.63 12.33 10.12 12.44 13.13

MM9  9.30 9.93 9.09 9.12 9.8H

St 9.9 41.85 39.3I 3B.57 3 .26

tCONS 35.6 7.25 36.18 34.44 34.53

S N- c 27.37 29.27 27.47 26.86 25.66

SAL ------- - .' 525.85 27.98 2b .27 25.8 23.88

SAL,, 35.92 37.49 36.88 34.96 34.32

7.28 6.84 7.51 6.82 7.6Q

3,. a2L 37.281 2. 96 2.93 Q

Subordinate's Perception of

the Leader's Self-Esteem (SALa)

V. In assessing SALE., table 9, MM. is significantly

lower (.42 standard deviations) in quartile one than

quartile four. rhere is also a marked difference in

leadership style behaviors as SALn declines. Values of r
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are .56 and .48 with Stin and StcomN respectively. A higher

perceived democratic organization is reported when leader

self-esteem is perceived as high (r = .45). Subordinates

who perceive low self-esteem also require more external

reinforcement.

The commanders experience little change in

self-esteem across the quartiles, while subordinates

perceive a drop.

TABLE 9

Subordinate's Perception of the Leader's
Self-Esteem (SALae) Ranked in Quartiles by SALKw

V :1A-ABLE 6,terali Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

LSA,, 30.68 31.89 38.25 29.44 31.12

LSA&E 38.15 38.78 38.75 36.44 38.75

LSA, 27.a 28.11 26.58 26.33 27.18

MAL 12.03 11.78 18.37 11.44 14.62

MM9  9.38 8.92 18.31 9.79 8.17

St1i 39.28 48.48 41.21 38.77 35.82

StCONS 35.66 38.16 35.96 34.96 33, .38 

SALec 27.37 28.87 28.33 27.86 25.16

SALc 25.85 27.37 26.55 25.31 24.12

SAL. ------- , 3. . 9 2 38.15 36.47 35.28 33.76
.S 7.26 7.18 6.96 6.85 7.92

" 3.82 3.21 3.85 2. 2.87
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In general, squadrons with high LSA are higher in

productivity. In those same squadrons, SAL is also higher

and the correlation of MM. and MMw is stronger. As

proposed, such "charismatic-type" leadership offers greater

influence in job satisfaction and subordinate motivation.

Self-concept and the interpretation by others of

that self-concept affects productivity and motivation.

Those leaders with a positive self-image create a strong

sense of their own competence and personal power.

As Laing, Rogers and Heider theorized, behavior is

determined by interpersonal observations and perceptions of

relationships. More accurate perceptions strengthen the

relationship. In this study, it has been shown that when SAL

and LSA more closely align, productivity increases and

subordinate motivation to manage is higher.

Newcomb would say that the most important variable

influencing attraction between two persons is the similarity

of their attitudes. Numerous studies would support their

precept. It was posited and proven that the establishment

of relationships based on similar perceptions contributes to

organizational effectiveness.

Perception of one's own level of self-worth is to a

large degree also a function of agreement with reference

groups. If a commander finds that his or her opinions and

actions have been repeatedly verified, the leader develop-
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confidence, for example, in their competence. Many studies

have demonstrated that a model's competence exerts a

significant effect upon imitative behavior.

As posed by trait theorists, the leader's inner

personality, in this case, self-concept, affects

subordinates which strengthens the leadership interaction.

It also appears that when subordinates similarly perceive

superior's LPQ, there is cognitive balance. This balance

precludes avoidance or the direction of energies away from

the primary mission. When the leader's level of motivation

is consistent with the subordinate's, tension is reduced.

In a cognitively balanced situation, similarity of attitudes

suggests closer interpersonal attraction.

Rogers says in his congruency theory that if one

person behaves openly and with positive regard for the other

person, the other person will reciprocate with similar

behavior. One would expect that if a leader is more open.

perceptions are more accurate, interpersonal attraction is

more likely and modeling is facilitated.

In rummarizing the effects of LPQ, it is evident

that a subordinate's perception of a leader is as critical

as the leader's self-perception. A great many factors in

the leadership process are dependent upon the leader's

attitudes toward self and how that attitude affects

subordinate perception.
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It is no surprise that productivity is greater when

the leader has high positive self-regard and subordinates

strongly sense that self-regard. Such affiliation links

subordinate to superior and interpersonal attraction

enhances the modeling process.

Subordinate's Locus of Control (SLC)

In the work place, it has been postulated that

leaders must provide certain factors which serve as

incentives for work. Theory Y, for example, takes the

position that employees are motivated to achieve intrinsic

as well as extrinsic rewards. In fact, it says intrinsic

rewards are more powerful than extrinsic.

Path-goal theory also assumes that supervisors have

the authority to influence rewards and punishments and that

rewards are tied to specific behavior paths. Subordinates

will tend to be high producers if they view high

productivity as a path leading to the attainment of one or

more personal goals. If a subordinate sees certain

behaviors as an immediate source of satisfaction, that is,

the leader provides increasing opportunities for personal

satisfaction as subordinates achieve certain goals, the

subordinate will be motivated.
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Both Argyris and Herzberg agree that environmental

factors provide incentive for work. But it is the intrinsic

rewards (motivators, as Herzberg calls them) that implement

an increase in ability, and thus greater

productivity.

The hypothesis is that organizations will be more

productive with subordinates who are more intrinsically

motivated. MML and MMw will also correlate more closely.

Subordinate's locus of control, as shown in table 10,

distinguishes the "self-starters" from those who need

external reinforcement for the work they do.

TABLE 10

Subordinate's Locus of Control (SLC)
Ranked in Quartiles by SLC

.verall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

3.b8 31.M8 31.01 29.89 31.78

-38.15 57.50 38.37 37.78 38.89

L3C 27.88 25.87 27.37 26.11 28.56

MML 12.83 18.75 13.58 11.67 12. 22

2 .38 9.43 8.98 8.13 10.72

St18  39.88 37.67 39.1 38.15 41.24

St co, 35.6b 35.34 36.86 35.88 34.62

2.7 26.57 27.98 26.78 28.18

C 5.85 24.90 2b.41 25.10 94

LS E 5. 92 35.10 36.82 35.48 76.24

L . . , .20 9.1u 7.51 6.94 5.45

3.15 3.@1
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In this particular variable, a lower score indicates

greater propensity for intrinsic motivation. Therefore,

quartile four is actually those organizations possessing the

most "self-starters".

Among those most intrinsically motivated (ouartile

4), there is a higher propensity to accept leadershio roles,

MMS. Those subordinates who have lower SLC scores

(intrinsics) perceived more Stia and less StcoNU. The

amount of St1 a vice StcoNm for intrinsics is much greater

than for extrinsics. There is little difference in the

perception of organizational characteristics.

There is a strong correlation in quartile one, i.e.,

extrinsics, for r of MML with MMn, .47. The second through

fourth quartiles are -. 14, -. 56, and -. 43. The correlation

is greater when subordinates are more extrinsically

motivated, contrary to the original hypothesis.

Productivity is higher when subordinates are more

intrinsically oriented.

Whether a person's beliefs about the extent to which

they can control their own actions and environmental events

merely correlates with or whether they cause behavior to

occur in certain ways is not easy to establish. In fact, in

real life e>xperience, the underlying motivation of a person

is often not known.

Leadership is ultimately an attempt to change

, ttitude or behavior through interpersonal influence. How

suiccessful thp leader is in affecting such change depends
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upior the perception followers have of the leader action.

related motivations, and consonance with the subordinate's

moti vat ions.

Since attitudes determine how and why people accept

interpersonal influence, it seems logical that a leader's

more positlve attitude towards leadership roles would result

in a more positive relationship with subordinates and

greater productivity.

Attitudes towards the work environment define that

motivating influence precipitated by the commander. And it

is the attitude of the subordinates, in this case, not only

the perception of the leader's personal qualities, but also

the subordinate's determination of situational control, that

help the subordinate judge the benefits of adopting similar

att i tudes.

Such theory is likened to Bandura's social learning.

Behavior is partly a function of an individual 's expectation

of that behavior leading to reward. If an individual can

attribute certain characteristics and certain observed

behaviors to past rewards for the model, the individual s

expectation that like behaviors will lead to eventual reward

will cause the subordinate to imitate the motivation level

of the commander.
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Attribution theory offered a similar premise. An

individual perceives based on information from one or more

observations. The individual then modifies personal

behavior based on observing the consequences of that

behavior.

Individuals are not necessarily dependent on direct

experience of the consequences of their behaviors for

learning to take place. And in situations as suggested by

Weiss, interpersonal attraction, credibility, status, and

competence of the model influence the probability of

modeling behavior.

However, it has been seen that such imitative

behavior is more likely when the subordinates perceive less

control over their environment.

Mot ivat-ion ..to. .Manage

In previous chapters, there was a great deal of

discussion about various theories of motivation. Far from

an exhaustive study, the purpose was simply to provide a

conceptual framework for drawing certain conclusions about

leadership and subordinate motivation. These various

thenries basically were aligned along certain issues: the

orlain o- the motivation; how does a behavior become

motivated; what are the differences among people that cause

d f ferent levels of motivation; and is all behavior

motivated and purposive"

%d.
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Tris study deviates from these more traditiconal

theories o+ rein-orcement, need and expectancy. The purpocse

here has been to define a more precise and limited domain

concept to ascertain how subordinate motivation is affected

by leader motivation.

The decis-ion tLj use Miner's Motivation to Manace

concept results in an explanation of certain leadershio

roles that can be defined and measured. These roles suqqest

certain (unctions of leadership: a strono desire to comp-te

and exerci se Dower; a favorable disposition tow7frd

authority and authority figures; a need to occupy

distinctive position; a strong sense of responsibility: arid

at- assertiveness quality. To the extent that a person is

motivated to engage in these behaviors is the extent of MM.

The trends in table 11 are less pronounced. There

is only 3 slight decrease in the leader's self-perception.

imost notably in LSAc, where r = .47.

The subordinate's perception of the commander, -jr.

the other hand, shows very slight increases as MM,

decreases. There is also a slight increase in the ratico of

* 'Stia to Stacn,,, indicating that as there is less propel-it.

toward the leadership role, there is a greater tendency *o

1% be more task-oriented.

ES'i With an accelerating decrease in MM1 , MM ° ..

increases with qreater MMn than MML in the +ir ,t i ,4 .... *1

quadrants.
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TABLE II

Leader's Motivation to Manage (MML)
Ranked in Quartiles by MML

VARIABLE Overall Quartile I Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

L3Aec 30.68 38.44 31.12 31.78 29.25

LSA,, 38.15 38.56 38.38 38.89 36.63

LSAc 27.88 28.33 26.88 28.22 24.25

MML --------- )f>>/ )12.13 19.18 13.63 9.78 5.13

MM, 9.38 8.83 8.42 18.63 9.13

St1. 39.88 37.57 39.86 48.56 39.52
StC , 35.66 .23.. 36.13 34.59 36.75

SALC 27.37 26.49 28.14 27.59 27.35

SALC 25.85 25.35 26.41 26.48 25.47

SALE 35.92 35.61 36.38 38.85 36.17

SLL 7.28 7.62 7.88 6.49 7.69

3.2 2.95 3.13 2.93 3.85

The predominant trend in table 12 is that as there

is less motivation to manage in subordinates, there is also

a significantly higher need for external reinforcement (r =

-. 37. This verifies that those subordinates with less

propensity toward their role as a leader/manager also

require more attention from their supervisors. They are

less self-motivated and require additional reinforcement for

the job done.

The leaders of low MMe respondents tend to have a

somewhat higher self-esteem and slightly more self-perceived

competence. On the other hand, the subordinates see

slightly less self-confidence in their leader.
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TABLE 12

Subordinate's Motivation to Manage (MM.)

Ranked in Quartiles by MM.

VARIALE !vera, Quartile i Quartile 2 Guartile 3 Quartile 4

LO, 0.3 3.11 29.86 31.67 38.89

ILSASE 8.15 U.56 37.29 39.11 360. 44La-A, 17.37 ..

' LSAH 27 26.78 26.29 27.67 27.11

MML 12.03 12.33 11.43 12.8 13.88
Mm--- ----.... ,> 9.38 12.27 9.85 8.8 6.31

St1s 39.88 39.b7 38.37 41.61 37.65

StCONS 35.6b 36.847 35.1 35.48

SALsc 27.37 27.87 27.41 28.88 2o.16

SALc 5. 8 2 5.8 2b.35 25.92 25.32

SALE 35.92 35.98 36.16 36.22 35.35

SLC 7.28 6.74 6.63 7.35 B.AB

0C 3 3.84 3.11 3.82 2.Q8

Regression Analysis

In this analysis, Prod has been evaluated as a

dependent variable. The intent is to create a prediction

equation that will assess each of the independent variables

and determine which contribute most significantly to

recruiting production.

Overall and quartile equations were developed using

both forward and stepwise entry multiple regression

anal ysi s.
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Forward entry added each variable to the equation

one at a time. At each step, the variable with the smallest

probability-of-F (test for the goodness of fit of the

regression equation) was entered if it met the criteria

stipulated.

Stepwise selection placed all variables in the

equation and then removed each if the probability-of-F was

smaller than .1. The equation was then recomputed until no

more independent variables could be removed. Then, the

independent variable that had the smallest probability-of-F

and was not in the equation was entered if the variable

passed certain tolerance tests. Next, all variables were

again examined for removal. The process continued until no

variables in the equation needed to be removed and no

variables not in the equation were eligible for entry.

In both processes, variables had to pass both

tolerance and minimum tolerance criteria to enter and remain

in the equation. Tolerance is the proportion of a

variable's variance not accounted for by other independent

Vvariables in the equation. The minimum tolerance associated
0

with a given variable not in the equation is the smallest

tolerance any variable already in the equation would have if

the given variable were included.

A large number of statistical values are generated

hy thi- procedure. For this research, r and r , which

indicate the variance in Prod explained by successive

i rdependent variables, will suffice.
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Four of the twelve independent variables account for

48 per cent of the variation in Prod using the forward entry

method and 37 per cent using stepwise entry. Results are

depicted in Table 13.

lable 13

Selected Statistics for Multivariate
Regression (Dependent Variable = Prod)

.Forward Stepwise

Variable Multiple r rZ Multiple r rz

,C ^a . 4e. .,we .1;6

~L; O..54 O 5D

OC, the degree to which the organization is

democratic or autocratic, plays the most significant role in

squadron productivity. As described earlier, OC is highly

dependent upon both leadership style and the subordinate's

appraisal of the leader. (StcoNs. r = .74; SAL5 r, r = .61;

SAL, r = .45; Stle, r = .35; and SAL=, r = .35). The

-leader's self-esteem, the subordinate's appraisal of the

leader's self-confidence and the leader's consideration

behavior best predict productivity.

Although other variables failed to meet the

criteria, one cannot discount any of them. For example,

MM., MMa, and SLC weigh favorably in both the top and bottom

Prod quartiles.
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Table 14

Selected Statistics for Multivariate Regression
by Quartile (Dependent Variable = Prod)

Variable Multiple r r2

ca~mrtq_11 1
BALB 

.02 .E6B
MM L_ 

We.

1L.C .70 .37

L.B6BC 1 00 1.00

In the highest producing squadrons, the

-, subordinate's appraisal of the leader's self-confidence and

both leader and subordinate MM account for 97 per cent of

the variation in production. In the lowest producing

.4 squadrons, the subordinate's locus of control, MMm and MM,

account for 99 per cent of the variation.

,' The important premise here is that the leader

appears to have direct control over a unit's productivity.

0The deqree to which the leader creates a more democratic

environment and emphasizes consideration behaviors account

for thirt, per cent of the variance in Prod. The leader's

self-esteem weighs in heavily as well as the degree to which

the leader displays self-confidence to ensure subordinate

a _ Ltracv in perception.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

In thne research that has resulted in t cod,

leadership and motivation theories, few orqanizations have

received more attention than the military. Here, leadership

ability is often e-:pressed in visual characteristics such a-

rank, or hierarchically by command, responsibility.

organization, seniority, and other very tangible, very

visible consequent conditions.

- +iacy in this interpretation is that "rank does

not necessarily correlate with "leadership". It may define

the organi-ational aspect of formal position power. But it

fails, +or example, to include one of the most instrumental

factors contributing to leadership effectiveness: the

relationship between the leader and the follower.

Leadership, management, and motivation theoristr

have spent decades seeking formulas for organizatior,n

SLICCeSS. in- recent years, more and more emphasis has hi-r

placed on the complex relationships which exist betweert thi.

-4 leader, the people t-eing led, and the resiIl t i riv

e+fects.

"Popul ar" theorists of today (such as tr, f.

--mpas 1~.red .wzth e'(celleitce o": Quicde by the -6- I,', -

I' a m iFt Et) have brought many seemingly c ConpI] i r +t +-,

, ,(,t nees tno an unprecedented level of awar ertess , i.
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qeneral populace. Each has their own domain of interec-:

and influence and each puts forth a Set ot rules and

procedures that oortends a formula for success.

if one specific conclusion can be drawn +rcw~ #

vast amount 0+ scientific (as well as the more specolativfe.

anecdotal) research available, it 'is that no specific

concLusionIs can be drawn. Leadership is an -lusive-.

mercurial phenomenon that seems to defv exact rUle , Of

rbehavior or, other parameters which might serve --in

ior leadership and organizational success.

Howe' er. there is some general agreempnt aIM'Ina

"aOUthorities" which at least offers a base line from whiich

new leadership research can extend to suggest novel thntight

on the leadership process. That has been the pUrvoize -if

this study. Drawing fromn a synthesis of the research rr(:o-t

generally accepted today, this study offers a limited dcomAmn

theory of leadership and motivation to servP Acs a

rprin aboard for _R17 individual f Or mLIat io orC of-f.

(hader ;Lp phi Ilosophy.

Tst iitarv corgarnizatior Was Used to gather t d ita

r.t-~ rt-. cjilitir m or di, cconf irmr the hyoothe-es. Sat h

r'-II c.'~t 'it mD'. .',ir i ib I c t mi qht 'thr.

v f-ftf- In -,J(h A £Tud . ' hese were Pra'mer .Itf-!1 I f

i "-icr . or cjari : t i ora ',tr tic t r P, (not I f jreQ

i&fIt .. , t 17 Dvt. and nr cmT t i on, arld t he d v -4d I



rel t i or:sh i e tween super I or and subordinate. it was

assumed troat these cou I d not be ignored. but held

relati V el eu-Cl ii, all 5 cases.

The i:hoice of the specific organization* souadr on,

in the U.S. tiI Force Recruiting Service (USAFRS). wa'; m-(d4

-T tJr two distinct reasons. The first is due to the manv

para!lels between the operation of this milit-,-v

or gai zati on and civilian organizations. The il' +

*J, a~ppreciable alignment is that although USAFRS is certainly

traditional military institution, more clvilian-orie0ted

practices of performance goal allocation, competiti on.

incenti .e arid reccgnition are found nere than in any other

ni liter f organiization. There is also very strona concern

tot qualitative as well as quantitative measurements in

i j D cos-.t e i+ ectiveness in the achievement of qoeiE_.

l-:is faage ,- practice is not unlike the concern buslr J7

Iee'r -,c,!d *-- inaO inq profit-oriented decision..

, i Lt.ir , organizations orqani zational outt.0

i i f di tu! if r t iTipo,'sble term to define. There ir-

r, . p1 L t . iA statements to analyze. Less spec i f+.i

t '4 i L, .,t . maraqement e+ ecti veness eval uat I ns.

,,pfr ._tt i,,til eii;,ns inspections, standardization report s.

o, 'i L-wr ncr t . b b jt-( , .#e determinants mUst be (tniipled VI! th

t tit! 1 1r.~i~ 1, -r5 l ,1 in I* Onc rl outp it to I

I(, i , ri _ j i f E-1- t L. v IISAF Recruitinc Cer Vii N wls

,--.d h'cii* e (it the ,a ] iahlit y c.{ meas ureab e b t -tbve

,.
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The use of thi s particular miIi tary organui -,- rt

vwith a slight civilian orientation arnd definable ou t!-Ut

allows the generalization of many of the conclusions nkitsids-

o+ the environs of a purely military situation. Althotigh the

scientific generalizability is limited because of SamDole

selection procedures, certain ad hoc and intiuiti-ve

-* ludgements can be made.

Througnout this study, there have been several

underlying questions that this research attempted to answer.

What factors affect the relationship between leader

and subordinate motivation?

Do~ individuals respond differentially to the
motivation of the leader?

What organizational characteristics affect subordirnate

mot iv at ion?

What is the connection between the leader's self-worth
and subordinate's perception'?

How does leadership style correlate with subordinate
motivation and productivity"?

WJhat factors affect performance?

What *ariables best predict performance'?

is th-re a causal relationship or simply a correlation
between the independent variables, motivation and
D.r -C.d Ec t 1 --, tY 7

this study nas shown that there is a relationship

P_ .e e n -ertar personalitk/ traits in the leader (LSA) n d

S., hE perception of those csame traits by subordinates (SAL):

tf! le~zi~rsJ-lip style (5t) and it,, resulting rharacteri:7-tIon

OrW-rqar,_I24Etional proc:ess, IJC): the denree tco whifh

~-h~ d '~~,~r'eiethey have the ability to I otf 1i t3!Ir e
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their envirnv~ient as well as personal outcome 'SIC); And fhFe

motivation toward cer tain generally accepted leadershio -Ir:

management roles 01IM.

Arid underlyinu zill c+ these relationships i s t h-

crocial question that any leader must address: what

var-iables in the organi zat ional leadership e atti on (ro F,

af 4ect end--rc-5ul ts, i. e. , outcome or producti1vi t'? -Th i

research has also provided some insight for answeringi fh;t

* questi On -

The conclusions stated here are from the perspective'

of the commander, +or it is ultimately the responsibilitv of-

the leader to influence the thoughts and behavior of Others

to accom~plish a specific objective. Since this is a s-tud, -if

leAdership, it is hoped that some of the results reported

here mnight. aid developing 'Leaders modify their behavior, if

necessary. to achieve cotimal subordinate and Organizational

Yt f Or II, e.

@rt.~iz~ioa1Characteristics and Leadership drvle

he most creditable factor which affects t t h

iictv:to .nI rpr.D1_LCt!tVlt'Y is the tvpP of orqani~atinflfl

whith subo-.rdiriate. miust operate. Influencing heavilv + t

crcdarni 7-tmoaI ckcracteri"stics is t he amoutnt

considterati1on andl initiation (j+ structure oehavior mis.

W.'

@4
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by the leader, i.e., how decisions are made, how taslc arr

structured, how goals are determined and now relations"iDo

are established.

There is a very definite downward trend in

productivity as the organization becomes less democratic.

Workers tend to disassociate themselves from the mission in

less democratic organizations because personal growth arid

stimulation are encouraged less. Even considerinq that the

two lowest squadrons were actually more democratic than

utoc.-atic. it was obvious that they performed more like

autocratic squadrons when compared with higher r;ted

r rqanizations. And it affected both productivitv and

mut m vati on.

In more democratic organizations, leaders are le-s

iclined toward the six prescribed roles as a result oi hoth

Smore balanced leadership style and more particinAtive

ie_1rj hip philosophy. Since there is less MM& in a more

c"mcf. r:cratic orqanization, there is also less overt displev of

'L 1 P r eOulirements and very likelv less modelinq bv the

07 r ro- dI-P of that behavior. However, subordinate

, it i~,ul.erall appears hiqh.

H- similar trend exists when comoarino the relati,/P

, # in t Atinq structure t(- corsideration behavinra.

1 L't u-I -ses, commanders e:.hibited more St 1 i *hen

C" '.IcN. I|lr e was more emphasi s on de4 1l nq the I eder ,

a!ld tLstr-tr ir, g the expectations ot members ttarn a

1/4-



reqarid f or ithe uo(J;Pi Of' t aid wel 1 -beinq of the cirnun meRil-i- C

Howev'er . the two be;' ~swere more cl ose],, parall1el ed I

mcore pr-ciduli:ti e E ,qUadrons.

Subrdisc~eain less productive squadrons noted 171--f

leaders dispf-avtyd one leadership style or the athe- t - .

greater e'zterst. rhe f c~t-r squadrons that di spl ayed q- :,.Pr-

consi deration beh-c'-,i ors were also lower produci ng souadrrnc

It was als.o- r!utid that from squadron to SQUadron, in the tsr'-

producing orgranizatl.ons, the range between the di f fprc-t,-e

vis rel ati vel y equ-til, whi Ie there was a sooradi c var iance Ir

trie low produiCing Eqladrons.

It c.rbe COIC-lUded, then, that a more demor-t j

er'.-tronment generates greater productivityt. A! so, a nk-ir(.

bai1~nced leadership style is necessary. However, a 5l~~V

-. gr ea ter jiioucuft n f -t r UCtLUrle initiation results in Our~-.i

pr oduc t Ii ty. Th Ere 1.s a higher deqree 0of T Or r P1 4 .,

te i tj E-n jM1  rd MM c w h en L S~, is h i q he r, S Uq qesin S -Ir :

0. der a ti or i t.? ts , oIcPr Ls are mor e r eadil I m mIt a' -41

L%. rd I r ia t e E. han ri Lr e mor #- t i s; or n t ed I e ader -hi I e4 + i

Pt l-~ sos 1 D Ual it L 0-

.1,-1 ~d t'r V er - ria I quaI It Ies a"iI 'sO I fIIV-

pr oduci / i t L eaut-r wh aea uitie l*

5par I r,( r c'iO , otpit A~do I t i onalI I y, wts-n cAIJ(-)r dl '

I /



perceive a positive self-concept in the leader. they do. n

fact, tend to imitate the leader's motivation to manage.

The leader's self-esteem. that is, the determinant

of the individual s self-respect and self-worth, contributes

the most to an environment that results in hinher

prodLctivitv'. It is also the most strongly held asset a

determined by the leader.

Closely linked is self-confidence, the reliance of

the leader on passive or nonpassive leadership techniques to

cope with leadership problems. Althouah there is oreater

4 variance in this variable, commanders of higher producino

Equadrons had greater self-confidence.

Finally, personal competence, how well a leader ties

.cJwsr in directing subordinates, follows closely. It waF

this variable that had the lowest scores as reported by the

t ctiider, s.

Very similar results were reported by subordinates.

-J '-ctr~q they qave generally lower scores. hiqh producinq

"k1t._,!rons had commanders with higher subordinate-perceived

-;-,Fe direction above or below the mean of the

.Yf -rfiption rather than the strenqth of the perceived scores

. rcvidez- come more important irnformat ii. I+ a commander

Se it r .orts hiqh LF'O, but the subordinate perceives it as

4S* be :i ,,, :,.*J r -* - * 
_-, " t he .r if1Iti,(e in the morale and attittdpe

hP%=t '' ,e.{. %Llur,r{J I s tt_-i5r thart miqht be orecticted. 1L,

distortron if, perception, a discornnect that mitst be dealt

1 76
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vwi th _ the leader/f ol lower rel at,.onshi p i s to corntrihiott' to~

and not detract from organizational performance.

Fewer than one third of the scjuadrons e- o er i e-1

-iuch diS-tor-tion between each of the three leader qul 1 1- '

However, imajority of the siqificant distortions; were in h

bottom two Prod qL~art IlIes. Three of the bottom +o

.,eported the most dIstortion in each of the variables.

graphs 9, 10, and 11..'

It IS trute, then, that the commander 's i nner

personality has an impact on~ subordinate performance. B~ut

is is also trule that the leader cannot rely solelv on hi-F or

her otwn judge-ient. A leader must enskre that this level 0+

seli-wcwtri is acCUrately comrrmunficated throuoh interoersor, ]

relationships. Accurate perception of high self +-wor-t h

r &~a -H , in 1 better SUb or d1r: ate p erf+or mar!cP and en h a ri en4

mi ltat I e behav ior.

Subordi nateI cc-i ()f (ontrcjl

b3iincirdi nate i~j~ Ofu tc-Ontrol .i1f j!:- the 0-i'ro' tE

WhI c-h -If, rldl VI dUal q,~i c tj-1 t~ k t~ Lie1 - , t u tt t e - t

t, which the/ perSrial I V c-ar, cnt~ t - t heir o~wn 4ct i ()o-

weI I , nJ i r onimtit al c-efit~ s. !hat ~dc-es whif tfo. .

ra a d i +ft--r en ce ~ it 1--, a fyleda tremneft (-) their. OerC-1itI

* i 'A Ii ,C Urs _ 'ILICtA a4-. w(eIl a 13 t u v~i t lt' *1E t h 't '

i-' tc.r n l A -fI i n t or reme-,t + or t t ac-t i or 7- t h e v c).



It the subordinate perceives reward or reinforcement

,a- not completely contingent upon their own behavi nr

(ep:ternal control) , i.e., under the control of others or the

'

result of fate, there is less learninu and l0-

self--perpetuated motivation to perform. Unlike the orioinal

hypothesis, there is less likelihood of modeling in those

with internal control, not more.

It was shown that in squadrons with lower

productivity, subordinates required more externzl

reinforcement. The assumption is that there is less

satisfaction in individual performance when organizational
SI

performance is failing. When organizational performance is

failing, less recognition is achieved.

A leader must be aware of each subordinate's locus

of control Although there is no significant correlation

between SLC and productivity, SLC plays a major role in the

general attitude of goal accomplishment. When subordinates

, ,perceive that their efforts are not singularly responsible

*l for the outcome, there is a greater potential for the

suhordinate to assume a less aggressive attitude toward

wor'. Subordinates with a more e>.ternal motivation require

mCre supervision and can actually detract from the leader's

ef forts.

'%
Pt
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Motivation to Manage

Final 1 ', motiv..tinn to manage, or the predi sonsiti o.

toward specif-iic leadership roles, evaluates the positiv;e or

negative regard with which the individual accomplihesE

certain task~s as a leader or manager.

Co~manders scored considerably higher overall thean

-subord inrates. This miqht be expected as most commanders are

fltcre seasoned bureaucratic managers and have been somewhat

"1molded" to these role prescriptions. The subordinates are

considerably younger and less experienced. Few have been

-n magrs cc s;upervisors in large organizations. Te tl

reCman II dea i stI c and have not yet formulated their-

managemrent and leadership strategies.

The trend was generally (but not consistentlvip

higjher for MMu and lower for MMa in lower producing

=qUadrons. Commanders apparently can deviate greater fm

&..:pected managlement functions when Drodu1ctivity is hiqb.,

[he overall MM trends are less than anticipated.

i -mh the~ correlation between MM,_ and MMw lower t h lt4
r t

pr'-uicted. It is an importan~t side note, however, ht

w~sMils rcsE ultea in a signific1antly higher e;:ternal I cM)T

C cotro. Subordi nates are less i nrli1ned to aTiumP

_pecilic tr-inagement roles wheii they perceive Is n ro

1 /9
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Although neither MM.. or MMa contributed to the

overall prediction equation of productivity. they~ each

contribute to the equation at the two extremes of the

oroductivity quartiles.

.ImplIications f or...Fur ther Research.

In any elaborate research effort, more question-,

trequently arise than are answered. Such is the case in

this research, offering a fruitful area for additional

study. Just a sampling of questions that have arisen for

which no answers were provided follow. Further examination

of these -issues might help even better define the process of

leadershiQ and its impact on motivation and organizational

e ff+e ct iv e neSs.

1. is there an influential relationship between a

leaerstotal personality and success? Other than the

thr~e described here, what are these personality factors-

-. How does distorted perception altzer

orgizinizat2.jr:al effectiveness? Do the reported correlations

:iifter over time': Specifically, as psycholoqical arnd j ob

Maitriti grow, do, these perceptions change-'

i + a leader ksnew there was a disconnect between

L'~ r~; ~uLwould he or she chanqe" How rnqht they hpst

f feri t 1! ?t f:h a n qe'.1

4. What is the level of self-worth of the

subojrdiriates How does it affect the organization-

180~
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rwr rMWw -1- - - Iy -n -n .! u- - -1,- - v-

ti. It- a Ileader assumes command c, a -,I t'-

organiz.s:t ion * how does St relate to the I nhder r-

eriv xr- nir-erit'-. "Is greater immediate Stye dictated hv I aLA 1

projductivitvy? How tEh oulId leadership rnt I es chariqf

produictivity CiAngeS?

6. How could actual rewards (social e;.chr~rqe) I -, I

credits ga vc~r, by the leader to the subordi rtdtes be meo-.ttr4-~d

7. vJiat is the actual level o+ inter-versLgr-i

attraction. i..e., liling, between subordinate and I e'f

Does a gre,-te- 11i ing f,:cilitate modelirno' Dc-e, i t i ri( t-;-

O~r deres i, t or t ior. in the percept Ion, . ~ar

c)~t- tier s Iocu'-C) cord r (.1

ie rhr1 -3 ts krgariiationali harat ter k -t it:

e.' I- ht flCz i ! Ii t t- t r t -nd I r t rrt I. ' I

Ar ir; t.-r - 4 U'~I Cr M -ire irF t heir C Ur r ei tt kIt

c zk,1 .ztr

I ht-t 4- c- at i e rc douibt. t hat the I vadf-r ',h I' 'i

Cv dr- I Ii i c I r ' tr e -1 Q U I Z r at In la1 I e 4 et t 1 *.'f"

pr- d LI C-t I ~I t F F.'t Iea de r ' airic~t directly 1 4 1 t(-

~~-~uizLess. 44- -- rs the leidlur tis~d thbe ferr rii-,tii i-. .,

co+ i tt r vt n-,i iq t r 1 - 6ti 1 ' t t muL CA at i - t h- ',

'Ur6,



I c +h- I - d- & r + II I V unfder 't ands the impact o- these

i nt er .ErIr, l a Ar a , P,, ar d C i!.t iten(F, tr-m a ccord rq I ,

ther th c- I a'< i t t k,r, r- med I 4t.rf w) II a4fect the

t h , -. t u A I lr p.- (, I I or ,a 
-  

(- 4ew c t h c.-e

elf-' k, t--- -P ~ . E'- 5And
,-

,", i ' t" i r,-', th l i C dv

-~~~~~r t-'' t,- +-r I i t- I p t ir v- in.

1, an 4P ta~e' t,-I r-.

a.

a.

-a"

S.,
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SUBORDINATE SUPERVISORS DEMOGRAPHICS
SEX total N Aqe Total Years or, Active Duty

MID ale Fesale Under 25 26-38 31-35 36-48 Over 49 Under 5 6-I 11-15 1b-29 )28

5 9 5 0 A 2 1
- 5 1 6 a 9 2 3 1 1 I 2 1 1

8 6 9 1 2 2 1 a 2 2 9
4 3 3 6 9 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 9

5 I 3 9 1 1 9 1 9 1 1 1 9

6 4 1 5 a 1 2 3 U 9 2 1 1 1
7 6 8 6 1 1 3 i 2 I 2 3 I I
a 4 3 7 1 2 3 9 2 a 4 2 a I
9 6 1 7 9 1 S 2 1 a 4 1 2 9

if 4 2 6 9 2 a 2 2 2 1 9 2 1
11 3 6 1 4 1 I 1 1 4 a a
12 5 7 a 4 a 3 1 2 1 2 1

13 6 1 7 8 2 8 4 1 a 2 1 3 1
14 4 1 5 S 9 1 3 1 9 2 1 2 a
15 6 a 6 8 3 9 2 1 1 3 0 9 2
13 3 5 9 2 1 2 a 1 2 9 1
17 6 1 7 a 1 1 4 1 I 3 1 2 1

- . A 3 J 9 9 1 1 9
4 2 9 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

20 9 5 a 9 a 3 2 9 1 1 2
21 5 1 6 1 I 2 3 1 d 2 2 1 1
A.' 4 -, 9 1 2 4 a 1 3 1 1 1
2. 5 1 8 1 2 2 1 8 2 2 2 a
24 5 1 0 9 1 I 4 2 a 9 3 2 1

4 d 4 9 9 3 1 9 I 1
2o 5 2 7 9 2 1 4 9 1 2 3 9
27 6 1 1 9 2 1 3 1 a 2 2 2 1

4 9 4 a I 2 9 2 a a 2 1 1
29 4 1 5 1 I 1 4 a a 2 2 1 9
39 7 9 7 9 3 1 2 1 2 3 a 1 I

5 7 9 9 3 4 a 1 2 2 1 1
4 2 9 9 3 1 2 1 1 2 1
4 2 9 1 1 3 1 a 2 I 3 1

34 5 2 7 9 1 1 5 I 1 2 1 2 1
55 o 8 6 9 I 2 1 9 1 2 2 1

* >3TmL 162 42 294 1 39 48 83 34 29 64 42 46 34

-p q!*I



OR6ANKIVAIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND LEADERSHIP STYLE
ID ,JC St(IS) StiCons) ZOC IS-Cons

1 3.16 42.20 34.28 @.!4 -8.80
2 3.32 4l.@@ 38.80 1.83 -2.68
3 3.73 42.33 41.38 2.45 -1.33
4 3.31 37.58 35.33 1.81 -2.17
5 2.59 39.80 29.33 -1.48 -9.67
6 3.07 48.61 36.28 8.17 -4.48
7 2.76 39.58 34. N -8.98 -5.50
8 2.76 39.89 33.57 -6.98 -5.43

3.48 43.14 38.43 1.31 -4.71
18 3.25 48.0 36.51 8.79 3.58
11 3.89 39.68 37.58 8.24 -1.58
12 3.82 38.14 37.29 8.88 -6.85
13 3.88 34.74 31.25 -3.87 -3.49
14 3.34 44.48 37.75 1.18 -0.4
15 3.11 39.51 37.58 8.31 -2.88
1b 2.89 35.28 33.68 -8.45 -1.68
17 2.74 38.i8 35.57 -6.97 -2.53
1 J.08 48.88 37.80 1.21 -3.11
19 2.99 35.83 35.33 -6.18 -8.51
2@ 3.39 38.18 41.88 1.28 3.88
21 3.1: 42.17 34.67 6.88 -7.56
22 2.51 45.33 28.71 -1.76 -16.62
2 3.12 41.58 37.67 8.34 -:.83
24 2.87 31.83 36.50 -6.52 4.7
25 3.84 48.2. 31.58 8.87 -8.75
26 3.118 38.85 39.88 8.55 8.15
27 2.68 34.71 32.43 -1.17 -2.28
28 2.57 37.51 33.60 -1.55 -4.58
29 3.38 33.88 36.48 8.97 2.68
38 3.87 37.57 35.15 8.17 -2.42
31 2.58 37.71 32.71 -1.52 -5.68
32 2.77 36.33 33.17 -8.86 -3.16
33 2.5i 41.83 33.98 -1.76 -a.83
34 3.Z6 41.86 37.71 8.83 -3.15

).21 42.67 41.33 8.66 -1.34

MEAN AND STANDAPD D,,i,;[N BY QUARTILES

1st Mean j.14 46.43 35.96
Stnd Dev 8.52 3.77 5.82

2nd Mean 3.1 38.68 36.13
Stnd Dev 8.46 5.45 4.41

3rd Mean 2.96 3e.60 35.21
Stnd Dev 8.52 5.98 6.46

4th Mean 2.92 38.bb 35.75
Stnd Dev 0.57 5.22 5.32f1c6

6.



LEADER'S PERSONAL WUALITIES (Self-Reported and Subordinate Perceived)

ID SAL (SC) LSA (SC) SAL (C) LSA (Ci SALtSEI LSA (SEj

1 38.8 29.38 26.28 26.1 H7.20 36.8I
2 38.33 27.17 28.88 39.17 41.80

31.67 31.10 26.67 29.68 39.61 39.81
4 25.67 27.8H 24.18 22.11 35.33 37.11
5 27.67 35.88 25.33 29.8 34.8 48.80

6 26.81 38.83 27.60 28.88 34.88 48.33
728.33 32.88 25.81 28.8 34.67 48.38

8 25.29 28.8 24.71 24.88 34.43 48.81

9 31.14 34.88 28.67 28.8 36.57 48.11
18 29.33 35.8 26.51 27.18 38.88 43.83
I2 28.67 28.88 26.58 26.88 36.58 39.N
? 27.29 26.88 26.57 25.83 36.43 38.80
13 25.57 33.38 25.14 24.8 33.71 46.88
14 29.6 32.8 31.88 31.18 39.63 48.88
15 29.83 28.88 25.17 29.38 35.88 35.88
!6 25.83 31.88 23.48 28.8 34.48 41.1
17 25.1 33.11 26.29 Z1.8% 37.29 43.81

18 28.83 31.33 23.75 27.88 35.88 34.61
19 26.33 26.1 24.83 24.88 33. 34.8
28 26.48 38.33 25.61 23.8 37.81 36.88
21 27.67 28.08 25.58 24.8 3a.6 39.88

22 26.14 34.83 27.53 38.83 36.28 48.83
3 27.83 35.8 25.33 18.8 36.33 43.18

24 214.58 32.88 23.67 27.88 34.83 48.38
25 26.75 28.68 23.75 27.83 34.75 36.8
26 28.29 29.28 26.J4 25.88 36.43 39.88

27 24.88 33.88 23.43 26.86 32.86 38.8
28 26.25 33.83 24.75 38.88 37.25 48.88
29 26.28 38.14 23.8 27.43 33.28 37.43

326.29 38.83 24.71 248 '4.8a 35.31
J1 25.71 33.60 26.71 31.88 36.29 40.KH
32 22.83 2.24.81 .3 31.3 3.3 4.3
33 27.17 28.18 26.88 24.80 36.88 33.11

34 38.29 34.68 28.57 32.83 :7. N 48.8
.n e 31.17 24.31 27.17 20.88 39.17 34.18

QUARTILE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATiONS
'st Mean 2.59 31.11 26.37 26.9 36.22 39.11
Stnd Dey 4.83 31 35 2.42 3.73 1.54

2nd Mean 27.57 31.718 26.87 27.78 3o.21 38.88
Stnd Dey 3.78 2.91 30.89 2.49 3.56.4

Pei 3rd Mean 26.41 38.56 25.11 26.88 35.42 3 7. 89
Stnd Dev 4.33 3.88 2.88 2.24 4.42 2.15

4th Mean 26.94 38.14 25.89 27.43 35.85 37.43
3tnd Bev 4.79 3.53 .26 4.69 4.86 3.26
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